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Holland, th»

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Town Wlura

Folks Really Live

Volume Number 67

HOLLAND’S FINE HORSES
STAND OUT AT DETROIT

Remarkable

CHEST CLINIC TUESDAY

HUNT MEET

There will be the usual chest
on next Tuesday,Oct. 11,
Indian
It may not be known by many in with Dr. J. H. Bartlett of Muskethis vicinity, but Holland horse gon, in the hospital annex from 1
“RED MAN" WAS HIGHLIGHT flesh is well-knowntoday by lov- to 4 in the afternoon.
ers of fine horses throughout Am- TTWTTTWTTTTTTTVTTTTt
AT HOLLAND SEMIclinic

Told

erica, and especially around Detroit
where the nation’s finest equines
are placed on exhibition. The lo-

CENTENNIAL
Simon Pokagon Once Chief of

the cal stablesentered the Bloomfield

STORY ON CHIEF POKAGON
ELIMINATES SIXTY-YEAR
AGO COLUMN

Plan Extensive

Holland Since 1872

Ref.

Number 40

“Tulip Time” Continues to Receive Publicity; Surprised

Program In

A

Constructive Booster fo*

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, October 6, 1938

Story of Most

Bm

The News Has

When Cemeteries
AH Come
Under One Name

Announcer Mentions Holland Four

Will

Churches

REFORMED CHURCHES OF

ORDINANCE DRAFTED REGULATING THE NEW CEMETERY

AMERICA FOSTER "WITH
ONE ACCORD” MOVEMENT
IN HOLLAND

Some Opposition Will be DiaeoMed
Metamora Hunt meet held OctoGolden MikatoneCelebrationHonat a Joint Meeting of Board
The Holland City News contains
ber 1, and Ted Cheff of the Holors Samuel Zwemer of Holland
Unmarked Grave.
and Conndl
land Furnace Comany, and Carter several historicalarticles, includBrown of Castle Park had their ing one on Indian Chief Pokagon Who Started Arabian Mission
When the enlarging of ot»r cemThe younger folks know very besty at the Grosse Point club and his visit here during the semietery was first discussed, the Holwhere this annual hunt is staged. centennial in 1897. There are other A very important movement is
,
,r,,
little of Indian lore, especiallyas
land Citv News suggested that inSeveral hundred of the country’s historical articles, enough for one being developed by the Reformed
stead of having ^ Pilgrim Home
this relates to Ottawa and Allegan outstanding thoroughbreds attend- week, and the regular sixty-year- Churches of America under the
cemetery and a Fairlawn cemetery
Countiesand Western Michigan. ed the meet, including horses by ago feature will appear as usual name "With One Accord,’’ the outwHuvfns that at the proper time all Holnext week. A few other articles growth of what is known as
The fact is, however, that Black
land’s cemetervproperties sh&uld
were crowded out because of lack "Greater Things” movement a
Lake, now Lake Macatawa, and
be under ono head and ond name.
of space and last-minutenews.
year ago. The presidentof general
This suggestion has beta followBlack River were prominent stampSynod and his cabinet have been
ed bv the cemetery board as ir noplanning this movement for some
ing grounds for the Indians when
ticed in sn ordinance drafted by
Mr. and Mrs. John Spyker of time, and already churches in the
trees were so dense that the overAttorney Arthur Van Duren, under
520
Washington Ave. announce west have been contactedand their
hanging branches swept the water’s
the direction of the board and^rethe engagements of their daugh- programs have been given.
sented to the Common Council last
edge. There was a large tribe at
ters, Lois June and Myrtle MarThey are about to come to Holevening for approval. I
“Point Superior", now Waukazoo;
ian, to John Thomas Woltman land, and the date of their comThe contention of the News at
and
Ralph
Jones,
respectively.
another tribe at Macatawa; and a
ing will be next week Wednesday,
that time was that Pilgrim Home
They will be married in a double October 12. Those coming will be
veritable village on the bluff at
cemetery stood for something.
wedding, Saturday, Oct. 15.
Dr. J. Harvey Murphy and his cabKollen Park and on the site of the
Fairlawn cemetery, formerly owninet; and their scheduled "With
H. J. Heinz Co.
ed by Holland township, had no
One Accord” program will then
There even was an Indian burysignificance in name. Our pilgrim
be given. The committee in charge
ing grounds under the pine trees
fathers of the Holland settlement
of this local area is Rev. H. D.
on the site where the new H. J.
laid out the old cemetery,named it,
Ter
Keurst,
of
Trinity
Reformed
Heinz Co. building was erectand their last pilgrim home ia in
church,
chairman;
Rev.
W.
Van’t
ed. The “happy hunting grounds”
that cemetery. Anyway, the ordinHof of Third Reformed church;
was located in a large grove of
ance came up for discussion,and
Mrs. Wynand Wichers of Hope
pine, some of the trees still resome sectionswers pointed at as
College,and Rev. James Wayer of
maining.
causing a hardship.
First Reformed church. The afA beautiful cove, with a sizeable
Discussion*resulted over section
The above little Holland group parade made the rounds of the in- Holland is the city on Lake Michistream running into the little bay,
MRS. DOGGER PASSED AWAY ternoon meeting of the “With One from
6 which provides that monuments,
left to right are Mr. and Mrs. ner field and passed on. They were gan, where the Tulip is the official
Accord"
movement
conference
will
was where the village stood. It was
AT 91; LOVED HER GARDEN be held in Third Reformed church A1 Joldersmaand Mrs. and Mr. cheered and cheered by the multi- flower, the same as in their mother headstones and marktrs may be
an ideal harbor for Indian canoes
erectedand placed, provided,“that
from 2:30 to 3:30. At that time Chet Van Tongeren. They were in tude that filled every available seat country across the sea. In Holland, all such monuments, headstones,
paddling in from Black Lake. It
The funeral rites for Mrs. Anna there will be a public meeting by Californiaattending the American and sat on the grass in the fore- Michigan, is where the sturdy and markers conform to and comis said these could go a considerLegion conventionwhere there were ground. It was estimated that at Dutch settleda century ago, and
Dogger, 91 years, widow of Mr.
able ways up the small stream.
ply with the rules and regula40,000 veterans in the parade. A1 least 200,000 jammed their way in, here is where the traditions of the
John S. Dogger, were held on MonThis stream today is a rivulet, obtions of the board of parjc and
“TED” CHEFF
and
Mrs.
went
by motor car, taking or in close proximity of, this large home land are exemplified every
day
at
2
o’clock
from
the
residence
scured by a culvert, and modem
cemetery trustees.” Aid. Henry
Owner
of Fine Hones
the
northern
route
and
returning
place.
The
whole
area
was
proon R. R. No. 6, Holland, the seryear in May when tulips bloom. A Prins contended that thii was immethods have practicallyobliterthe southern route, seeing the vided with loud speakers and a very commemorationthat draws Ameri- posing upon the righta of the ownvices being in charge of Dr. C. F.
ated it. Less than fifty years ago
scenery so often described. Mr. distinct announcer who “knew his cans from every comer of tho land
the cove was still in existenceand stables such as Fred Alger and Fields of this city, and interment
ers of new burial plot* in speciand Mrs. Van were not content with stuff” described the differenten- to that substantial city.” The Los
there was a clump of woods bor- Pierce.Mr. Alger’s mount, “Azu- took place in the Graafschap cemfied areas in being limited to use
an
automobile, they took one of tries in the parade, and the feat- Angeles newspapers added to these
etery.
Mrs.
Dogger
was
bom
in
dering it; and it doesn’t take a car” winner of the one-hundredof but one kind of marker, namethose
“new-fangled"
streamlined
ures
connected
therewith.
Detroit
comments, and to say that the Hol- ly, a bronze plate. The section does
great imagination as to how beau- thousanddollar San Anita Calif- The Netherlands in 1847 and came
trains
that
scoot
along
100
miles
was
mentioned
as
having
the
only
land four received an ovation all not provide for construction of
tiful It must have been before the ornia race was one of the outstand- to America with her parents in
an hour. Anyway, they landed safe- original locomotive and box car in along the line as part of the Michencroachmentof civilization and ing entries in the Fall Hunt Meet. 1848, after a long voyage of 43
vaults or mausoleums above the
ly, as you will notice, and since that their division with all the ramifica- igan division, is putting it mildly.
industrialdevelopment. Today the Local entries were by Mr. P. T. days in a sailing vessel. After
time
they
have
all
returned
safely.
considerable,
tiresome
traveling,
tions
that
the
“forty
and
eight,"
a
Another
coincidence
was
when
a
cove has been filled in almost en- Cheff /with "Gypsy Queenf and
A1 in some way is mighty inter- spectacularauxiliary of the Legion, little girl who followed the woodtirely, since the Holland-St.Louis "Chicle’s Play’; also Mr. Carter they landed in Grand Haven, where
ested in something. He even put on can put forth. Mayor I^a Guardia en-shoed folks for four blocks callSugar Co. was built some years Brown with "Boo.” Carter Brown’s they resided for 7 years, but have
allow only markers in certainsechis far-sighted glasses.We are receivedan ovation as he marched ed to them, “Where do you come
ago. It was a real ideal spot for horse ‘Boo” raced in the steeple lived in Holland at the old family
tions of the new cemetery to
wondering if it is a movie star. at the head of the New York divi- from?” "From Michigan.” “Hol- eliminate difficulties,now involvIndian tribes.
chase but unfortunately fell. Mr. homestead for 58 years. There were
Mrs., who is looking the same di- sion. Iowa marched down the line land, Michigan?” “Yes.” Tho litThere were several groups of James Helder rode both horses no railroadsbetween Holland and
ed by large monuments,headrection, seems rather wistful,but with tall corn stalks instead of guns tle girl cried, "Please take me
Indians through Fillmore as was from Mr. Cheff's stables, and did Grand Haven at that time, and they
stones or markers in keeping the
A!
will
remain
in
the
right
path
took
an
old
rickety
stage-coach
over
their
shoulders,
and
all
were
home.
I
am
so
homesick.”
The
loshown in the article of I. H. Fair- extremely well, taking a first and
grass cut. Monuments would be
with a cane to help him. The Vans singing, "Iowa, where the tall com cal folk are still wondering who
banks, printed in April, 1937. In second for Mr. Cheff out of a large over roads that were almost impasallowed in certain parts of the
sable, winding between and around
seemed equallytickled about some- grows." And so unit after unit was the little girl could be, undoubtedly new cemetery, Prins was told.
fact, Fillmore was the headquar- field of horses entered.In fact, the
thing. They are bubbling over with described by the announcer as the someone from Holland who has
ters for the Indians, where the Cheff horses broke the track record. stump-filledlands. On the way to
Discussions also (resultedover
Holland they stopped for a short
pleasure. We are surely wonder- parade proceeded.
moved to Californiawith her fam- section4 which provided th%i “no
venerable Isaac Fairbanks,governtime
at
the
Port
Sheldon
hotel
on
ing
what
it
is
all
about.
Anyway,
The
small
group
from
Holland
ily.
VTVTVTTVTTWTTTTVTTTV
ment agent, sent here by the govcurbing,wping, fence or other enPigeon Lake that has figured in
they saw everything there was to was indeed surprised since they
Heinie Viening, formerly with closure shall be erected or ionernment, had his trading post and
occasion being Holland’s semi-cen- song and story. It was the first
see
around
Los
Angeles,
the
movie
were tucked away among the thou- Dick Boter, was with the Holland stmeted in any cemetery. . Any
was the interpreterfor these ab- tennial forty-one years ago this
resort bubble to burst, and the hostars, men and women giving of sands. They had no idea that their party for an entire day, reluctant
original tribes.
uch structure 'now existing shall
tel was built by eastern capitalists
their talent in large groups on three little four would ever be mentioned to break away. “Heinie" lives in
There was a large village at summer.
not be disturbed,except by the
who had even built a railroad stastages in the open air, all for the by the announcer, but while they California, going there because of
Pigeon Lake and River, and what
burial right holder of any
__
any burial
tion
long
before
the
railroad
was
edification
of
World
War
Veterans.
were
a
block
away
from
the
speakthe
illness
of
his
wife,
whom
we
is more, there were well- defined
Edwy Reid
lot or space, and if removed* bf
built; also a harbor and a lightOur
foursome
was
also
In
the
ers’
stand
where
the
announcer
are glad to say has improved 1n such owner shall not be rebuilt or
Indian trails from village to village
house which never brought ships.
parade, and what a parade! Thou- stood, they heard the following: health. However, it was evident in replaced.”
existing less than fifty years ago.
sands and thousands in line. They
"You will soon see a small group Heinie’seyes that he felt a longThis articlewas printed in a
The writer remembers going over
It wm pointed out that the park
first marched through the streets from Holland, Michigan, decked ing for "Michigan, my Michigan.”
a supposed Indian trail from Ma- recent number of the Gazette but
one or more of the general Synod of Los Angeles and the wind-up out in the true costumesof The He finally pulled himself away, and cemetery board favored thia
without
the
illustrations.
It
will
catawa to Castle Park not over
teams. It is possible that the was in the tremendous stadium Netherlands,includingthe wooden happy that he had seen some of in the new cemetery section in
thirty-fiveyears ago, and for interest each reader that may read
order that a power driven lawnmeeting
will be addressed by either which seated 150,000 people. The shoes. You will remember that his friends from home.
tourists’ consumption this trail may it again, for Pokagon was a remower could be used In Keeping
Dr.
Luman
Shafer,
Dr.
J.
Harvey
markablecharacter,a man gifted
still be in existence.
the grass mowed. It was further
Murphy,
or
Dr.
Raymond
Drukker,
Hamilton and that vicinity was in many ways, who devoted his life
pointed
out that the park and
and possiblyall together.
GEORGE 8CHUILING RE-ELECalso Indian headquarters,and less to interests of his distressed people.
ELECT 7 DIRECTORS TO HOL- cemetery board wishes to improve
From
3:45 to 4:10 next Wednes- TED HEAD OF THE OTTAWA
Of
the
three
hundred
members
of
than twenty years ago there was
the old section by removing old
LAND BUSINESS BODY
day at the Third Reformed church
COUNTY SUNDAY SCHOOL
still a tribe of basket-makers and his tribe a considerable number
curbings, coping, etc., filling in
there
will
be
discussion
groups,
the
ASSOCIATION
small farmers on the shores of were residentsof Allegan county.
Seven members of the board of sunken sidewaUcsand sodding
themes to be discussed are the ones
Purdy’s Lake, once a small body In his clothing of civilizationhe is
directorsof the Holland chamber them to give the cemetery a parksuggested
by
the
committee
of
SynAt least 1,200 attended the Ottaof water on M-40 south of Hamil- no less strikingthan when garbed
of commerce were electedTuesday like appearance and to implrove
od. Then from 4:15 to 5:00 there wa County Sunday School conventon. In recent years it has been in the finery of his forefathers.
conditionsto provide use of the
night for two-year terms.
will be a question box, also at this tion held at Grand Haven yesterThis prominent and most capable
drainedor the water has sunk away
E. P. Stephan, secretary of the power-driven lawnmower. It waa
church.
The
questions
are
to
be
day. The officialprogram was givand celery is planted in the lake Indian, and his father Leopold bepointed out by Frank Smith of the
submitted by both lay workers and en in last week’s issue which was OTTAWA COUNTY WELL REP- chamber of commerce, announced
bottom; and the few straggling fore him, was long ago known
ordinance committee that the park
electionof the following:
ministers.
The
purpose
of
this followed without any change. Mr.
RESENTED
AT
REPUBLIIndian^ have found refuge away to Allegan county whites. These
and cemetery board now is put to
J.
Frank
Duffy,
Richard
Boter,
question
box
is to ascertain how Schuilingwas re-elected unaniCAN STATE CONVENTION
from civilization,somewherein the Pottawatomies were entirely peaceJohn De Wilde, Chester Van Ton- considerableexpense keeping' the
the
leaders
of
the
Reformed
mously
for
the
18th
term.
This
ful, never making the least trouble.
“oak grubs’’ of Allegan county.
church denomination stand on cer- is the 51st annual convention and Kent and Allegan County Give John geren, Joseph Kramer, Charles R. grass cut with a hand powered
Well, Simon Pokagon and the A great friend to them was Mr.
lawnmower.
Sligh and Merrick Hanchett.
tain questions. Furthermore, the the following officerswere re-elecR. Dethmers Small Support
long line of Pottawatomy chiefs Engle of Hartford, father to Miss
AldermanPeter Huyser explainThe holdovers are as follows:
leaders of the Reformed church ted besides Mr. Schuiling:
reigned over these Indians, and Allie Engle and Mrs. T. P. Noble
Vaudie Vanden Berg, A1 Joldersma, ed that any changes in the new
wish
to
find
out
exactly
what
is
in
Mrs. Dogger in Her Garden
First vice president, Henry Van
about the last of the line to rule of Allegan.While in western MichThe state press has given pages C. C. Wood. Louis S'eketee, and cemeterysection would involve
the minds of the people of the Noord, Grand Haven; second vice
was Simon. The late Edwy igan the Indians were in greatest
on the Republican state convention Wm. C. Vanden Berg. This is a fine considerable expense and ehould
church at large. It is planned that president,Ed. Walbring, CoopersReid of the Allegan Gazette, degree peaceful. Those in the eastheld in Grand Rapids Monday. The representative body of men. and have fuller consideration
before apthe Woman’s Conference,who also ville; secretary, Harry Kramer,
a real historian of Allegan ern part of the state warred with The Doggers lived in Holland be- hold
speeches were given in full, but the destiny of the Holland Cham- proval, but that numerous, and
a
large meeting, will have Holland; treasurer, H. K. GoodCounty and Western Michi- Tecumseh in besieging Detroit.A fore there was a railroad, and the
not so much was given individually' ber of Commerce is in good hands. mnstly minor, changes are on the
adjourned by that time, and they win, Holland; assistant secretary
gan, some time ago printed an ar- company from this part of the coming in of the railroad and the
to Ottawa County and Holland. The result of the ballotingwas schedule in the old cemetery. To
too,
will be given an opportunity and treasurer, J. C. Lehman, Grand
This county presented a candidate as follows:number of votes cast,
ticle on Chief Simon Pokagon. The state joined them but, dissatisfied first train was an event here. Mrs.
require council approval and noto take part in this last conference Haven; youth representative,
Miss for attorney general in the person 155, of which J. Frank Duffy reeditor of the Holland City News returned without taking any part. Dogger often tells of their arrival
tices for every insignificant alteras
this
relates
to
the
question
box.
Luella Nykerk, Holland.
had met the chief several times.
of John R. Dethmers of this city
Simon Pokagon, though living in Holland by stage-coach. HowFrom 6:30 to 7:45 the young Dsitrict presidents, John W. and Park Township, and while he ceived 104; Joe Kramer, 91; Dick ation in the old cemetery would
The late Gerrit Van Schelven of mainly in VanBuren county,passed ever, when they came, which was
Boter, 89; Charles R. Sligh, 87; handing tho board’s activities, it
people's
supper
will be laid in the Vorhoeks, Grand Haven; Henry
Holland was an intimate friend of much time with his people in Alle- at night, there was nothing but
made a very creditable showing John De Wilde, 81; Chester Van was declared.
Methodist
Episcopal
church
on
Tysse, Holland; William Schipper, and made many friends creat- Tongeren,75; Merrick Hanchett,
Chief Pokagon, and prevailedupon gan county. There were consider- darkness with the exception of
The complete ordinance as now
this well-educatedIndian to come able numbers of them at Bradley, some dim lights here and there West 10th Street. The Christian Zeeland;Dick DeKleine, Hudson- ing stepping stones to future 75; Clarence Jalving, 72; Henry
to Holland during the semi-cen- Hamilton, and in Salem township among the forest trees. It must be EndeavorUnion of Holland will be ville; Edward J. Walbring, Coo- achievements, he failed to muster Carley, 72; John Arendshorst, 67; drafted is found on the last page
of this issue of the Holland Citv
tennial held here in 1897 and give and some of the descendants of remembered that the Holland col- in charge of this supper, represent- persville.
the desirednumber of votes to win W. A. Butler, 66; B. A. Mulder,
News. Tt is a document that
ed by groups of young people of
a talk to the vast multitude.
District superintendent, Mrs. a place on the state ticket this fall. 66; Fred Beeuwkes, 64; Joe Geerds,
these still remain in those vicinities. ony was only a few years old and
•hould be studied and is well
It wm eminentlyfitting that
The following account of Poka- the streets were stump-filled.Mr. the classis of Holland. All those Edith Walvoord, Holland, chil- Mr. Dethmers surely had the sup- 61.
drawn up. The board of park and
this chief of the “red men", so gon’s life and his portrait are Dogger died in 1902, and Mrs. Dog- attendingshould notify their dren’s work; superintendent for port of the young Republicans of
Secretary-directorStephan callcemeterieshas done excellent work.
closelyIdentified with the Holland copied from PawPaw Courier- ger, despite her age, was generally ChristianEndeavor officersof their young people’s work, to be filled Michigan — that was plainly evi- ed the annual meeting of the HolOur new Pilgrim Home cemeterv,
intention
to
attend
the
supper
at
dent.
colony when Dr. Van Raalte came Northerner:
found in her garden, for she loved
lated by Mr. Schuiling; the Rev.
land Chamber of Commerce for
and even before, when our own
Ottawa County’s chief interest 4:30 Tuesday. At that time the coveringall the cemeteries,will be
We are indebtedto our townsman flowers and nurtured them. The an early date. It is planned that H. Dykhuis, Jamestown, adult
" real credit to this community a
Isaac Fairbanks settled in Fillmore, Dana P. Smith for the following picture shows her among her Dr. Raymond Drukker will address work; Prof. Clarence De Graaf, was centered in the race for At- newly-elected directors will meet
few years hence. There may he
should speak to this vast audience interestingstory of Chief Simon blooms. The remains of Mrs. Dog- the young people’ssupper guests. Holland, educationalwork; David torney Generalship, and naturally with the hold-oversand the organEvening Program
that filled Centennial Park, to tell Pokagon and his father Leopold ger were in charge of the NibbeDamstra, Holland, administrationso. The Ottawa County delegates ization will be perfected. The meet- clauses in the ordinance that on
The evening program will be work; Miss Henrietta Wamshuis, includingthose from Holland, had ing will be held in Chamber of the surfacemay not seem feasible,
them of the relations of the Indians who were at the head of the Potta- link-Notiermortuary. Friends were
hut when the common council and
with the white men in Ottawa and watomies here more than a century given the privilegeto pay their held in Hope Memorial Chapel. It Holland, missionary education; pledged in a resolutionto advance Commerce headquarters under the
the hoard of park and cemeteries
Allegan counties and Western ago.
respects to this fine old lady at the is called the "Golden Milestone John Vandersluis, Holland, musi- the interest of the local attorney, clock.
meet to discuss these different
Celebration of the Arabian Mis- cal director.
and they did all in their power in an
Michigan. The Holland City News,
Simon Pokagon, son of Leopold, home. The pallbearerswere nephclauses,the board mav point out
therefore, first prints the review of according to his own story, was ews of the deceased.The floral tri- sion." The meeting is called for 8
The place for next year's con- honorable way to bring this about.
Henry J. Looman, state electri- reasons for certain clauses that,
Edwy Reid on the life of Chief bom while his parents were liv- butes were many and beautiful, in- o’clock sharp, and Dr. Wynand vention will be decided at a later There were three candidatesin the
field for this office: Thomas Read cal inspector of this district, 102 might «eem drastic now. It is well
Pokagon, which is an unusual re- ing in a wigwam beside the Indian dicative of the love in which this Wichers will preside at this meet- date.
ing. The speakers will be Dr. James
of Shelby; O. L. Smith of Detroit, East Eighth St., was confined to to await to see what the result of
sume.
mounds at Summervillein 1830 aged lady was held by her friends
and John R. Dethmers of this city. his home today recovering from this meeting will be.
We follow this story with the and at the age of fourteen he was and neighbors. The survivors are Cantine, Dr. William Thoms, and
YOUNG REPUBLICANS TO
The latter candidates ran about cuts and bruises which he received
speech given in Holland by the
one son, Paul J. Dogger at home, Dr. J. Harvey Murphy. Dr. Samuel
HOLD DINNER
"even Steven” in the balloting, but in an automobile accident WednesZwemer was to be on the program,
“Big Chief’’ in CentennialPark, the
Mrs. Fanny Raak at Holland.
(Continued on Page 4)
Charles McBride, Daniel Ten
but ill health prevented him from
A dinner is to be given under the did not have sufficient votes to day morning seven miles east of
Cate, J. Thomas Mahan, Vernon
coming. This "Golden Milestone auspices of the Young Republican overcome the majority rolled up by Battle Creek.
Ten Cate, Orien S. Cross. John R.
Celebration” is in recognition of club next week Wednesday night the scheduled forces. It appeared
Dethmers. Judge Fred T. Miles,
the fiftiethanniversary of the Ara- at the Woman’s Literary club for a moment that the Read forces
An orthopedicclinic will be held
bian Mission of the Reformed rooms. Tickets will be 50c per plate might be defeated, when a poll was in Washington school today, Fri- Jan Den Herder. Arthur Van DurChurch which was founded by Dr. with a good speaking program as- demanded of the Wayne County day, beginning at 9 o’clock in the en, Charles K. Van Duren are atSamuel Zwemer of Holland and sured. Tickets can dc secured at delegation with its 404 votes for morning. An orthopedic surgeon tending the annual convetion of
the State Bar Associationof MichDr. J. Cantine. There will also be Vogelzang'sHardware stores, Read. It was evident that if a poll of Grand Rapids will be present.
igan held at Grand Rapids. Several
a gigantic chorus, in fact, a com- Goodyear Tire Shop, River Ave.; were taken, as was asked by some
programs of legal importance will
bined chorus, of the classis of Hol- Central Hardware,W. 16th St. or dissatisfiedWayne County deleW. H. Lillard, manager of the be discussed.Attorneys from all
land. Rehearsal will be on Mon- from any member. The committee gates, the vote would be split and
Warm
Friend Tavern, and Mrs. over the state will be present and
in
charge
consists
of
James
MarRead
would
not
have
had
enough
day night, preparatory to the “With
One Accord” program on Wednes- cus, Leonard Vogelzang, John votes to nominate him. Estimators Lillard were in Chicago yesterday iudging from /the exodus (from
Schreur, Tony Den UyL
figure that in this poll Read would to witness the opening game of Holland there won’t be much legal
day.
fall short a substantialnumber of the World Series between the Chi- advice for a few days.
In connectionwith this story, it
The Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles votes; however, before the ballot- cago Cubs and the New York Yanmight be well to relate that the
kees.
Mrs. Bruce Raymond, who has
regular Woman’s Missionary Con- will hold a meeting today, Friday, ing was finished the man from
Wayne
who
made
the
motion
withbeen in Lincoln,Nebraskabecause
ference, held every year, will be in at 8 p. m.( followed by a social
drew his motion and. the entire vote
William Buis of Holland was of the death of her father who died
conjunction with this program as time.
was cast for Tom Read. It is a elected second vice presidentof the in California, has returned home.
stated above. The woman’s meeting
will be held in the Fourth Reform- this program are expected to hard and fast rule in a Republican Western Michigan Kennel Club at Dr. Raymond and son, Roderick,
ed •church, with morning sessiohs speak. Special music arranged by convention that if any delegate is the annual meeting held at Grand went to Chicago to meet her.
— ' ' 0—
;
beginning at 10 o’clock, Wednes- members of the Fourth Reformed dissatisfied with the polling of the
Word has been receivedhere
day, and afternoon sessions at 2 church will be given. The mem- votes, he or she has a right to ask
that the vote be polled—this is
that Boh Tubergan, Richard Volko’clock. The meeting will dovetail bers of the Woman’s Missionary
with the “With One Accord” pro- Society are asked to bring box mandatory. -With this over-1 the south failed to give the Otta- ers and Herman Schtopew who
gram held in the Third Reformed lunches, and the ladies of the whelming vote from Wayne it was wa County man a vote and their left Holland Sdpt. 10 for an exevident that Tom Read would have
church.
church will provide the coffee. the majority and then delegates entire delegation went to Smith. tended visit in Los- Angeles, Calif.,
Mr. Smith, in making the vote un- have arrived at their destination.
The speakers are to.be Mrs. Ed- Mrs. Wynand Wichers will preside,
0—
gar S. Romig, the new president and Mn. James Wayer is vice from counties from different parts aniinous, was rather causticin hia
of the state who voted for either
remarks, .Jljpthe stated that he
The meeting of the Past Noble
of the Women’s Board of Foreign president of the Board. Thia is
Mr. Dethmers or Mr. Smith earlier
would support the ticket from Fits- Grand club of the Erutha Rebekah
Missions, Mrs. George Laug of the sixth annual conference of the
in the balloting changed their vote
Macy, Nebraska, Miss Harriet women, and they are scheduling to Read, jumping in the band wag- gerald for governor way down the lodge which waa to be held- tiysf
line, including his successful opop- day, Friday afternoon^
afternoon.
Brumler, missionary to India, Dr. their meetings for adjournmentin on the last minute.
gment Tom Read. Mr. Dethmersof postponed fir one week.
J. Harvey Murphy, president of order to take part in at least part
Muskegon county, our neighbor
Synod, of Hudson, New York, and of the “With One Accord” pro- to the north, was solidly for DethPokagon in Civil Dress
Pokagon In Indian Dress
members of the team- to promote gram.
mers, however, Allegan County to

—
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HOLLAND cmr NEWS

SPOT LIGHTS FAVORED BY

POLICE DEPARTMENTS
The

regular session of the
Board of Police and Fire commis(EiUbliihed 1872)
sioners was rather uneventful this
Offlc*. - - 2020 week. Chief Van Ry submitted
his report for the month which indicated that 62 cases had been

REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC

WORRY-WEARY VOTERS COMING TO
RESCUE OF NATION, SENATOR SAYS

disposedof and 92 trafficwarnings
given during Septemberby the poUee department Justice of Peace
Nicholas Hoffman, Jr., reported
collection of officers’fees for August, amountingto |10.40. The oath
of office of Edward Prins, special
pohde officer, was accepted and
placed on file.
Andrew Hyma, temporary chairThf bnt thro* of iho diet is lo thro* man in the absence of Chairman
John Donnelly, asked of City
ihm tmy."
Clerk Peterson whit progress the
ocrorai..common council had made in refIS— Earth ihd. In Cul*bra
erence to a proposed pension sysCut ck)M« Panama Oty,
tem for police officersand firemen
19“
City Clerk Peterson stated that
ll-Uw of olhor Bnt d*mon*nnan Pen Steffens,chairman
»^»d In Bc*ton hotpliai
of the ways and means committee
had reported progress.
Mr. Van Ry advised the board
J7-Sod#tv lot (ho DUfudm,
that installation'f spotlightson
K ver Ave. at Ninth and 10th Sts.
will cost more than originallyos
18-Dnl boat pawn from
to install new poles which will
^Rochoitar to Albany cost approximately 876. The board
Ifvwgh ErWcanal, ISa
voted to have the board of public
/
carry out the work. The
IMoMTdtfoatod at; works
spotlights will be used to light up
' C*dar.Q»tk,^Va, 18M.
trafficofficers on duty at these in-

'MMKmg

Many Holland

OTTAWA COUNTY

ffwr
Republicans
Miss Jean Vander Kolk of Oak
and Herm Warsen of Grand
At Conventionland
Rapids, formerlyof Lucas, were
(Continued from Page 1)

united in marriage last Wednesday. The double ring ceremony

Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Heneveld
entertaineda number of relatives
last week Wednesday evening at
their home in Laketown in honor
of Mrs. Heneveld’s brother,Henry
Molder. of Oklahoma.This is Mr.
Mulders first visit in 31 years. He
plans to spend a few months in this
vicinity.Among those to attend
were: John Osterhaven, Mr. and

Rev. P. Yonksr of 16th Street
ChristianReformedchurch of Holland will conduct the services next
Sunday for Rev. 8. Vroon of Zutphen who will exchange pulpits
and come to Holland for the day.
Judge John Galien allowed a

»
ng?, 0LP!^ in hU “art wh*n
Russell Vrieling,19 years of age,

was charged with speeding instead
was used. The bride was gowned
Mrs. Loo Livingstonand son, of reckless driving. He claimed he
in wine chiffon velvet with silver
Jimmy, and Mr. and Mrs. Marinus was driving 40 miles an hour on
dorsement to the entire ticket and shoes and a silver wreath in her Van Ess, all of Grand Rapids, Dr.
River Ave. He was fined $10 on
stated that although defeated they hair. Her flowers were white roa- and Mrs. John Heneveld and
the lesser charge and paid his fine.
would find him fighting in the front es, carnationsand gardenias.Miss daughter, Adeline, of Muskegon,
Pearl
jBredehoft
was
bridesmaid
ranks for the Republican Party in
and Ernest Vander Kolk, the bride’s Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oldemulders,
Four applications for building
this state.
py[
brother, performed the duties of Dena Spykraan, Mr. and Mrs.
The nominatingspeech, which best man. A receptionwas held at Stanley Hie n e v e 1 d and Edward permits were filed with City Clerk
was limited to three minutes for the bride’s parents’ home. The Heneveld.A social evening was Oscar Peterson at his office in the
John R. Dethmers was made by Mr.
couple Jeft on a wedding trip and spent and refreshmentswere served city hall. They follow: Stephen
Purcell,National Committee Man
will make their home in Grand by Mrs. Heneveld, assisted by Mrs. Karsten, 219 West 20th St, remodof the Young Republican Club, secRapids after Oct. 8. For traveling. Stanley Heneveld.
el kitchen, $200; West Michigan
onding speeches were limited to two
Mrs. Warsen wore a black wool
minutes and were made by one of
Arthur Van Looyengoed, son of Furniture Co., construct tramway
suit and white accessoriesand an
his former Professors,Prof. Bruce
orchid corsage.
Mrs. James Verschure. this city, between buildings of steel and
M. Raymond of Hope College, Holwill be married to Miss Leonore wood construction,$7,600; Henry
land; Tony Weston, Prosecutor of
lone Stockdale, daughter of the J. Becksfort,67 West 18th St, reBerrien County; Mr. S. Poppen,
The engagementof Miss Dorothy Allegan county Treasurer this pair and enclose porch, $300; Paul
former Prosecutorof Muskegon Van Langevelde, daughter of Her- Thursday. It will be an outstandPearson, 154 West 14th St., enclose
County.
porch, $100.
man Van Langevelde of Holland, ing social event.
Preceding the convention,the Ot- to Marvin N. Nienhuis. son of
tawa County delegationmet to or- Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis of
anite, and then later met in the West Crisp, was announced at a
atatiEatitSBtst
ft— ft— q-q-q-f
ilver room of the Pantlind Hotel,
arty Saturday night in the Nientogether with the Kent County del- uis home. The affair marked
egation representing the fifth dis- the 18th birthday anniversary of
trict. At this meeting the follow- Miss Van Langevelde and the
ing delegates were awarded places first birthday anniversary of Hertersections.
on various committees. Nelson A. bert Nienhuis. A social time was
Upon request of Police Chief
Miles, attorney of Holland, was spent and refreshments were
Frank Van Ry, the board voted to
elected Chairman of the 5th Dis- served. Attendingthe party were
tbrtry'domaxiro use the sound car for at least two
trict Caucus, Mrs. Elizabeth Hyma Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis,Mr.
L«onl»tdhiBo*».#l^ more times to warn pedestrians
of Holland, vice-chairman,Claude and Mrs. Eldert Nienhuis,Mr. and
and motorists of traffic violations
E. Voss of Spring I.*ke, Secretary Mrs. David Van Vliet, Mr. and
in the downtown business area. Poand Howard W. Fant of Grand Mrs. Abe Vandenberg, H. Van
lice Chief
R reported the car
Chief Van Ry
Haven on the CredentialsCommit- Langevelde, Misses Betty and Gerwas used Saturdaynight and intee Membership, former judge John trude Van Langevelde, Henry
quired whether the board wanted
SENATOR VANDEN BERG
S. McDonald member on the Per- Postma, Clifford, Roger and WilSeptember Weather
use it again.
manent Organization and Order of lard Nienhuis, Dale Nienhuis,
• • •
Only five persons received fines
Business Committee and Melville Chester and Grethel Schemper,
Holland for various traffic vioThe keynote speech of United country that tried it. When free B. McPherson for membership on Marvin N. Nienhuis and Peter
Who §Urted the notion that sumlations, Police Chief Frank Van Ry States Senator Arthur H. Vandenthe ResolutionCommittee.
Van Vliet, Herbert Paul Nienhuis
mer it all over Sept 1 ? That silly “-ported.
enterprise ceases to be free, it
berg before the Republican state
One of the pleasing features of and Miss Van Langevelde.
traditioncosts business a lot of
Those fined, with no addresses conventionin Grand Rapids on ceases to be enterprise. When
the convention was the election of
money and the human race a lot of given, follow: Jack De Kruif and Monday was devoted largely to the ‘economicdictation’starts from chaiiman in the person of William
Michigan
Orchestra
William
Smith,
speeding,
De
Kruif
national
scene
and
“the
need
of
fun.
A surpriseparty was given SatWashington it cannot stop in the C. Bishop of Alpena, the young man
fined |13 and Smith, $46; Len salvation from New Dealism."
urday
y
evening
evenint
in
he
onor of Mr. and
Oct. 26
who is presidentof the young ReJest before the beginning of Sep- Vandenberg and Earl H. Poll,
The plain people, the average very nature of events,until it has
Mrs. Henry Hoffmeyer of Montello
tember there is a general rush failing to stop for stop street, each God-fearing, debt-paying, law-lov- drawn every community, every publicans of Michigan. He was a
ng tr
fine, clean-looking chap and his
Harry Farbman, Violinist Wed., Nov. 16
Harrison J. Davidson, run- ing men and women who are the business,every trade, every indiImtnerard by vacationists. Resort
talk was eloquent and his parlia- wedding anniversary.The evenin
ning red light, $6.
backbone
of
our
citizenship,
are
was
spent
in
playing
games
and
places put the chairs up on the
vidual within the jurisdiction of its mentary procedure was simply perHandel’s
Tues., Dec. 13
about to recapturesane, sound and
fect. The entire delegationwas im- in singing and playing musical intables and bring down the wooden BLIND AND DEAF MAN
DIES solvent government,”the senator power. That, I repeat, is Fascism mediately taken up with this young struments. Lunch was served.
IN ZUTPHEN
Window shutters from the attic.
iredicted. "They are tired of prom- on the right and Communism on man, the caliber that makes for Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Catherine
Buren, Soprano
And all along the line those who
ises that are never kept; of patent the left. And no matter how nobly red-blooded citizenshipand Amer- Simon Walters, Mrs. J. Rotman,
The funeral services of Henry medicines that never cure; of pell- mediated, America wants none of icanism.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moes, Elaine
cater to the travelingpublic begin
Jan. 18
Brower who died at his home at mell reformers who create more this slavery in any form."
Rose Hoffmeyer,Julia. Bernard,
to say, "Well, II all be over next the age of 66 years, were held on
Aside from the keynote speech Rose and Shirlina Waiters, Gerproblems than they solve; of follies
Declaringthat only the ballot can Senior Senator, Arthur H. VandenOpera
Wed. Feb. 15
week!"
Friday afternoon at the home and that fail; and of depressions that
trude and George Moes, and the
stop regimentation and control
at
the
Zutphen
Christian
Reformberg,
whose
discourse
in
part
will
never
end.
guests of honor.
And then come gorgeous, luxuribusiness, assaultson private busi be found on this page, former goved church with burial in Zutphen
College Choir Wed., Mar. 1
ous, abundant days over all the cemetery. Mr. Brower had been ail“They want to be able to ‘sleep ness and punitive business taxation, ernor, Frank D. Fitzgerald,standMrs. Gerrit Scholten, Mrs. Alfields and groves and dells and ing for the past three years. The nights' once more and to k n o w the senator asserted, “We take our ard bearer for the Republican party
fred Scholten, Mrs. Martin Bussthat their country is safe while stand for free enterprise, free men
mountain sides and only a scattered ast year he became blind and the
gave an address that was indeed cher and Mrs. John Henry Scholthey
are
doing
it. They still love and real recover)', American style.”
stirring and his delivery indicated ten were joint hostessesat a mishandful of the wise folks get out last month became deaf. He was the Constitution and the bill of
survived by the widow; eight sons
that in all his speaking throughout cellaneous shower given recently
“Convalescence First"
and enjoy them. Of course, there and four daughters: Willard,Stan- rights and they propose to defend
the state during recent years he at the home of the latter on Route
8:15 P. M.
•re obligationson those who have ley, Ethel and Dorthy at home; them against all enemies, foreign
To the opposition’s demand from has become quite an orator in fact, 1. The affair honored Miss Betty
and domestic.They still think that
Allen
and
Laurence
of
Hudsonville
childrenthat have to get back in
the GOP for an affirmativepro and though his discourse was not Bareman who will be an October
Chester and Russel of Zeeland; bankrupt governments are bad gram the senator said that while too long, he presented state ills bride. Games were played and
school. The wisdom of the present
governments.
They
still
believe
in
Charles of Jenison; Irvan of GrandSeason Tickets lor all Seats— $2.00
and the cures for those ills to the prizes awarded to Mrs. Henry
fixed school terms may not here viue; Mrs. Louis Klamer of Dorr; healthy, wholesome, traditional many things must be done to attain
the desiredresults,“it is more nec- audience in a way that was con- Boeve, Mrs. Peter Slenk and Miss
American
free
enterprise
as
a
be questioned.
Mr Robert Gort of Zeeland; one
vincing.Fitzgerald dealt a lusty
—On Sale At
means to regain prosperity, Amer- essary and important to quit doing blow on the state administration’sBareman,who also receivedmany
But what millions there are who brother, Manus Brower of Holland
the
wrong
things—
to
catch
up
with
lovely
gifts.
A
two-course
lunch
and one sister, Miss Ida Brower of ican style.
errors and mistakes— than it is to financial issues. He declared that was served. Those present included
have no parental obligations or Central Lake.
Hope College Office and Selles Jewelry Store
start new things. Convalescencede- when he left office state bills were Mrs. Albert Tien, Mrs. Albert
Predicts Victory
responsibilities. The millions of
pends more upon fresh, clean air paid in full, and today the admin- Scholten,Mrs. Dave Postma, Mrs.
folks who “just love children," but LIKE 4TH OF JULY YOUTH
"And, unless all recent signs of than it does on dope. A permanent istrationfaces a deficit of $13,- Abel Elders, Mrs. Lane Knoll, Mrs.
don’t like to be bothered by them
STARTS A MONTH AHEAD an outraged public consciencefail, breathing spell is worth more than 000,000. He stated that dur- Fred Rutgers, Mrs. Herman Tien,
ing the last Republican administra- Mrs. John Roster, Mrs. Ed De Free,
the plain people, the ‘folk’ from another hypodermic.”
right make special declarationsin
tion, money from current revenues Mrs. Jim Tying, Mrs. Henry Boeve,
farm and fireside are about to say
It
seems
the
Halloween
in
HolAmong the affirmativemeasures
fcuor of autumnal holidays.
lond is startingto be a long drawn so with November ballots that will suggested by Senator Vandenberg were set aside for building of a Tu- Mrs. Peter Slenk, Mrs. Clarence
•-And the gamble on good weather
berculosis sanitariumat Gaylord Stegink, Miss Fenna Bontekoe,
save
America
before
it
is
too
late.”
out affair like the 4th of July with
were “return to solvency.”In conThe senator predicted Michigan nection with the public debt, he and an additionto the state hospi- Misses Hilda, Geneva, Johanna,
is better than a lot of risks taken anooting of crackers starting late
tal at Ypsilanti.This was from Esther and Estella Scholten,Miss
in June or even August if vacation in May and continuing until after would do its part and pointedto the said Michigan’sshare of the nationthe
celebration of Independence ground swell" that surged to the al obligations incurredsince March money conserved during the Repub- Betty Bareman, Bernard Scholten,
times are to be appointed several
lican administration.Just recently Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Scholten,Mr.
Day. Halloween, Oct 31st, is al- polling places in the primary elecweeks ahead. The)* may be rainy ready sUrted, according to Chief tion. “The Republican primary 3, 1933, is $673,000,000on a per our present governor dedicated the and Mrs. John Henry Scholten,Mr.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
capita basis and asked, “before you
days in the fall, but there are sure Van Ry, who says complaints of vote, the senator said, showed, rejoice too much over the generos- Ypsilantibuildingand took the oc- and Mrs. Gerrit Scholten,Mr. and
casion
to
say
that
this
was
what
that
we
are
done
with
‘rod’
Mrs.
Alfred
Scholten,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to be rainy days any good season playing pranks had begun a week
ity of this political Santa Claus
•go. He promises some arrestsun- whether it be riots on the state who boasts that he sent $108,000,- they were doing for the unfor- Martin Busscher. Out- of- town
in June. And for the loos of the
tunate people. Fitzgerald contin- guests were Mrs. Henry Vander
less a atop is put to these mean house grounds, or whether it be ink
roses there is the golden reward wax rubbing’’ tricks and other upon the ledgers of the common- 000 of federal money into Michigan, ue! that from any money conserv- Laan and Mrs. John Mulder. Mrs.
you had better sharpen your pencil
ed for building during the preswealth.”
of the autumnal foliage which riots means of creatine damages.
and figure out how Michigan can ent administration there was Henry Scholten was unable to be Continuous Dully Sturting at 2:30
Matinees Daily at 2:30
present because of illness.
Any
damage
done
by
juveniles
in color over all the landscape.And
The errors at I>ansing, he charged, pay the $289,000,000which is our
Evenings— :00 and 9:15
not
enough
left
to
build
a
chicken
rails on the shoulders of the par- are so akin with the errors at
Price Change— 5:00
actual share of the 1937 bill for coop. This retort brought laughit is no mean considerationthat
Continuous Performance on Sat.
ent* of that child or children. Par- Washington “that common conbountiesto the states. Yes, we got
Ate the Church
Price Change — 5:00
0Be ““f stop at wayside stands ents should warn their offspringto
ter.
Mr.
Fitzgerald closed with
demnationturns thumbs down on $105,000,000;And we owe $289,
The gypsies of Privlaka,Jugo- Friday and Saturday, Oct. 7 and 8
stating that if he was elected there
*nd stock with peaches, apples, be more careful and less destruc- both."
Friday and Saturday, Oct 7 and 8
000,000in return for it. And that’s will be no more sit-down strikes or slavia, boast a church, but not as
tive.
pears and melons for miles of
Senator Vandenbergassertedthe the New Deal idea of a paradise such misdemeanorsas took place at toothsomea one as legend says they Wayne Morris and Claire Trevor
t The police are keeping a sharp
munching between meals.
was equally as fortunate in which we are supposed to fold to the state capitol some time ago once had. Centuries ago folklore
lookout for early celebratorsand
in
Doable Feature
Why not start a boom for better citizens, too, can help by notify- its GOP congressional as in its our enthusiasticbosoms."
Mr. Fitzgerald’s speech brought says they traded their fine marble
gubernatorialtimber. None of
Reform in Relief
rousing applause and the delegates church to the Romans for one made
distribution of the tourist season? ing the police immediately.The
them, he said, is a "rubber stamp”
Lanny Roes in
number is 3141.
• • •
As a measure toward remedying and audience arose in honor of the of white cheese. The cheese proved
or a man “whose patron saint is
“THE LADY OBJECTS”
Giants
the debt situation, the senator rec- peaker. Among those from this so tempting that the tribe promptly Valley of
George O’Brien
JUNIOR CHAMBER MEETS Bergen with ‘Charley McCarthy’ ommended the return of relief re- vicinity who were present at the ate it and so had to go without a
Can’t Be Done
on his knee.” Both house and senin
convention
were
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Added
—
News,
Musical,
Comedy
sponsibilityto nonnartisan state
church until modem times, when a
ate in the national congress,he dee e •
“REGENADE RANGER”
and Novelty
The junior chamber of commerce clared must be restored to its de- authorities, backed by a matched Hyma, Mrs. Vaudie Vandenberg, rich gypsy fiddler gave his fortune
Added — Chapter No. 6 of Serial
The figures show that in March, has the right idea, namely, to give
federal grant. This, he said, would Mrs. Cornelius VanderMeulen, Mrs.
liberative status.
to build a new one.
“Radio Patrol”
GUEST NIGHT-Saturday, Oct. 8
1M8, approximately 1,697, 000 per- the youngsterssomething to enbring one unified, equitable relief William J. Olive, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Van Duren, Judge Fred T.
Pointing
at
the
so-called
presiClaudette
Colbert
policy
instead
of
two,
“and
we
shall
tertain
them
with
and
keep
them
sons in this country were employed
dential purge, Senator Vandenberg not confront the insufferablefa- Miles, Alex Van Zanten, Herman
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 10, 11
and Charles Boyer
America’s First Chartered City
in private industryor government off the street when they get to dosaid it led "straight to the most voritism and special privilege and Brower, Attorney Orrien S. Cross,
George Brent and Gloria Dickson
in
This
newly-organizYork
Village,
Maine,
was
the
first
service.
in
‘TOVARICH”
ed chamber is planning for Hal- ominous of contemporaryissues injustice which puts less than half Attorney John Dethmers, Attorney
At the same time 11,246,000 per- loween night with a party for all namely, shall constitutional democ- of the relieferson WPA at an Nelson Miles, Judge Cora Vande charteredcity in Americ* and the
King’s prison, or old York gaol,
sons were unemployed.
Holland children, and meetings are racy persist in the United States?” average of $53 a month and then Water, Albert Keppel, Dr. Milton
Cook, Henry Prins, Adrian Van built in 1657 is the oldest public Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
being
held
with
that
purpose
in The senator delineated existing consigns the other half to an averRacket Rasters
Add to the number of unemview. Just what entertainment will presidentialpowers and charged age of $22 a month. We shall give Koevering, editor at Zeeland,B. A. building In New England. The
October
10,
11
and
12
ployed the 8,600,000 persons on nabe arranged for has not yet been the president already has “one equal treatment to all Americans Mulder of the News, Mrs. Don King’s prison is now a museum and
Added— News, Comedy, Cartoon
tional, state and local payrolls, and fuliy perfected, but it will be good, foot in the door that leads to autoc- in distress; we shall cease making Zwemer, Gilbert Vande Water, the sheriff'squartersare furnished
Deanna Durbin
and Novelty
John
Eilander,
Prof.
Bruce
Rayracy.”
He
warned
of
the
thirdIn the style of the 1600s. The duna political carnivalout of human
you have a total of nearly 16,000,- loutn will be given another avenue
and Melvyn Douglas
term hazard and reminded the dele- miser)'. WI’A is important, but mond, Attorney Raymond L. Smith, geons and court room with rare old
to
enjoy
themselves
—
surely
better
in
000 persons who were eating into
Wednesday and Thursday,
Attorney Charles McBride, Attorgates that the present Michigan U. S. A. is more important."
than waxing windows.
documents are of particular interthe national wealth, without proOctober 12 and 13
ney
Vernon
Ten
Cate,
Miss
Emily
governor
had
suggested
it
might
The Halloween committee conThe senator also advocateda Parks, George Pelgrim, Leonard est.
Ritz Brothers in
ducing more wealth.
sists of Bruce Veltman, chairman, become necessary.
“soundly sympathetic" labor policy Vogelzang,Walter Vander
That Certain
Haar,
Subtract the number of persons Floyd Otteman, Carl Zickler, Ruswhich
"preserves
every
construc“Danger of Dictatorship"
William Winstrom, Paul SchilleMarbles Used Ages Ago
on public payrolls from the total sell Van Tatenhove, Nelson Bostive benefitof the social security
man, Peter Huyser, Attorney ElIn a British museum are “marStraight Place and
nian, Ralph Jones, Hadden HanAcross the seas the raw mate- act and the Wagner labor act." He
of employed persons and you have
bem Parsons, William Hatton, AtThursday, Friday and Saturday,
Chetu uPav D.onnell7-pete Jonker rials of dictatorshipshave been would cure the faults of these torney JarrettN. Clark of Zeeland, bles" used by Egyptian and Roman
a remainder of some 38,000,000 an Milt Vander Vliet, to arrange snatched up and put to dreadful measures, he said, primarilyfor la-*
boys and girls more than 2.000 years
October 13, 14 and 15
persons in private employment, the party program. Three direc- use said the senator. "Only a bor’s benefit. Labor, he declared, Henry Winter, and others.
ago. Scientists believe the sm«D
That
in
substance
takes
in
the
tore James D Boter, Earl Goozen fool Will say 'It can’t happen here.’ would be better off with lower pay
stone spheres found among even Mickey Rooney and Wallace Beery
who were producing something.
Added— News
and Mel Van Tatenhove will work Here the raw materials lie all roll taxes or quicker and larger convention news as far as Holland more ancient remains once were
This means that last March, and with the committee.
is concerned.The keynote speech
in
GUEST
NIGHT—
Thurs.,Oct. 13
round about. What shall we do benefits, either of which alterna- of Senator Arthur Vandenbergwill "knuckled" by Stone age lads. Marconditions have not materially
Alice Faye and Fred Allen
about it? How long shall we post- tives, he said, is availablethe mo- be found on this page.
bles are so named because the Engin
changed since then, there was one ONE TIME JANITOR OF HOPE pone doing it? Vou are either for ment this “colossal deceptive error"
lish once made theirs of marble
“SALLEY, IRENE, AND MARY"
COLLEGE PASSES AT 78
Stablemates
nonproducer riding on the back of
or against the spirit of the Con- is corrected.The "cash facts," the
chips. In Britain the game was
stitution with its checks and bal- senator said, are that the reserve to
every two and a half producers in
Dr. Seine B. De Free, age 64, popular among all classes and ages.
Gernt Kemper, age 78, 239 Lin- ances and its hill of rights. You are meet the social securityneeds are
father of Bernard De Free of Holthe United States.
coln Ave., died early Tuesday at either for or against the American
bein? "dissipatedin the payment of land, died Monday of cancer at his
vjThe question is how long this ms home following a lingeringill- system. And next November tells general contemporarydeficits."
Turtle Talk
home in Sioux Center, la., where
ness.
the tale."
country can keep out of bankruptcy
In America the names turtle,tor“Wanted: PracticalLiberalism" he had been a practicingphysician
t1!’?-6 Juner*1 services were
toise and terrapinare used rather
ben more than one-third of its uheld
The constitutional issue, the senthis Thursday at 1:30 p. m.
Vandenbergcalled for less fric- for many years. He started his
employable workers have to be sup- irom the residence with formal ator said leads straight to the “sec- tion and more work, less civil war medical career in Sioux Center and interchangeably... In England,
ond fundamental challenge — inter- and more employment, adding: then came to Holland where he en- however, tortoise is consideredthe
ported by less than two-thirdsits services at 2 p. m. from the Dykferencewith free enterprise." Cen- “Meanwhile,always and forever, gaged in practice for three years. correctname for the land species
stra
Funeral
chapel,
with
the
Rev.
working population.
D. H. Walters, pastor of Central tralized dictation permeates not and regardlessof transient circum- He returned to Sioux Center some . . . terrapinfor the freshwater
A nation can’t have more unless Avenue ChristianReformed church only commerce hut government, he stances, the law must be supreme. 16 years ago. Funeral services edible kinds . . . and turtle is emit produces more, any more than officiating.Burial was in Fairlawn charged. “If the administration’sAny administration,state or na- were held in Sioux Center with ployed only for sea-dwellingones
economic pattern much longer con- tion, which desertsthe law deserts burial in a Sioux Center cemetery.
cemeterv.
4B individualcan.
. . . Incidentally,turtlessuffer from
tinues, he warned, “we shall find
Mr.
Kemper
was
bom
in
The
the foundations of constitutional Bernard DePree was called to Iowa parasites . . . such as ticks, says
The authors of the New Deal’s
due
to
the
serious
illness
and
death
our
country’s
industry
and
agriculNetherlands Sept. 24, 1860, to Mr.
democracy."
the American Wildlife institute.
plenned scarcity ought to be able and Mrs. Reakus Kemper. He was
and He charged there had been too of his father. Surviving are the widow; three sons, Dr. James De
throttled
by
a
process
of
complete
to see that, after six years' disas- • resident of Holland for the past
regimentation and rigid control much faction, too much splitting Free of Chicago. Bernard De Free,
European Rattie Snakes
trous experience with their efforts 64 years. For a number of years he
into special groups and cliques and
was employedas janitor at Hope from Washington. Bureaucrats, clans, some of which "flows from employed by the People’s State
Viper snakes, apart from several
bring about a more abundant
bank of Holland, and Warren, a
eoHege. He also served as janitor most of whom never met a pay roll
deliberate administrative
strategy."student at Rush Medical collegein characteristics, are the European
life by working fewer hours and
at Central Avenue Christian Re- in their lives— bureaucrats, not
versionof our rattlers. The comFor agriculture’s problems,more
formed church, of which he was a businessmen-will run the business study is required, the senator said, Chicago; and a daughter, Lucille,
mon vipers are small, less than two
at
home.
Mr.
De
Free
was
promof
a
nation
and
that
way
lies
loss
member, until ill health forced his
assertingthat “until the farmer inent in Legion circles when he feet long, but make up in pugnacity
NmHf 008 persons attended the retirement10 years ago.
of jobs as well as liberty,"
permanently prospers, there will be was in Holland.
what they lack in size. Their bite
“The Middle Ground"
no permanent prosperity for the
d by th# widow*
awdiM fai ThMErfra
isn’t deadly— if it’s taken care of
Mr*. Sadie Kemper; one daughter,
rest of us. The farmer is entitled
ediool Sunday. Miss MUimmediately, says the Washington
Mrs. August Van Ungevelde; The senatorrecommendedfor the to all his own domestic market
Members of the Ottawa County Post More dangerous than the
dred Kirkwood was the leader. Se- three grandchildren, Faye, Gernation
s
business
ills
a
“middle
without competitionfrom any- Junior Farm bureau will be guests
leetltM were sung by the Hope rit and Sadie Jean Van Langecommon viper Is its larger kin, the
wBif. trio composed of Misses Telde, all of HolUnd; and one ground which apolies whatever where. And in this market he must at a tour of the Lake Shore Sugar landnattey.These reptiles,two feet
of federalcontrol is un- be brought up to the cost of pro- Beet plant on Oct 12, it was anGertrudeYotmf, Mery Jane Van- brother, William Kemper, of The
avoidably necessary,in interstate duction and a fair profit. My own nounced at a meeting of the bur- long and more, are even more
pell and TJelme Kooiker. Reprecommerce, to curb chiselersand feelingis that the answer will be eau last Monday, evening in Bur- viciousthan the common vipers.
Matiaf each department in the ralo
They don’t like moisture, lie for
“ri npnopolifta and exjy day messages were Bobby Du
Automobilesdriven by Bernard ploiters," and added, “We will take found in some rational and practi- slcy Hchool. Following the tour the hour? sunning themselveson warm
cal
application,
of v the two-prfce group will have, a party at the
R. Tibbett, 47, rural route No. 1, this ground. We sball have no symsands.
system— an Americanprice for do- Grace church guild hail.
GrandviUe, and William Harkema, pathy or trafficwith dishonestbusIN
mestic consumption and the world
Dale Van Lente, inter- rural route No. 1, Holland figured
iness which cares more for its own price for surplus."
if Beatrice Geer! infs, aenior; in a collision at 17th St and River
Meaalag ef Name AUem
cash registersthan for facial and
Un. W. Dykstra of California
Mooi, adult, iriio gave Ave.. about 1:46 p.m. Monday, acThe senator offered his dedaraeconomic conpequencta of its acts.
The name Allison il of Teutonic
is visiting her children in Holland
ht exercises dosed with cording to reports made to police.
There we stand at war. But there
origin and means "of holy fame."
for a few
-Follow the Gleam" and Tibbett was driving his car south
i* no middle ground between the
It may ha either a man's or womo— ...... —
Dale Van Lente. The on Bhrer Are. and Harkema was principleof free enterprisewhich
the
traveling east on 17th* 6t. Police brought America to the peaks of
Mrs. KatherineVan Duren, 82 an's name but In the Utter case Is
usually spelled Alison, and by soma
which Hated Arie Weller, 28 East‘23ni mass prosperity, and economic dic- for practicalliberalismwhich re- East 18th St., is the guest of her
sists both ignorant change and son, George C. Van Duren, and authorities given tbs slightlydiffertation which has plagued every
ent meaning of “famous war maid."
ignorant oppositionto change."
family in Ir4JM»PoU*»Ind. 4
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Born— to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Plaggemarsof Rural Route No. 2

—a

mm msmssm

son.
• • •

Mrs. Henry Ter Meer and Mrs.
John Koopman and daughter, Seville,Miss Anna Deters and Mias
Arlene Ter Meer spent Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Jacob Wiersma in Drenthe.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Den Herder
and family have moved from their
residence on West 11th St., to their
recently purchased home at 17 East
24th St.
•

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Yeomans
and family are residing temporarily in the George Alberts residence, 254 CollegeAve., while their
home on West 10th St. is being

remodeled.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peterson, Mr.
and Mrs. John DeWitt, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Ver Liere, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Schrotenboer,Mr. and Mrs.
Gerrit Strabbing, Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Peterson, Lester Kramer,
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Peterson,ana
Misses Anna, Janet and Orma Peterson motored to Grand Rapids
last week Wednesday to attend the
funeral of Richard Peterson of
Grand Rapids.

• •

•

While their home is being remodeled, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Yeomans and family are residing at
254 College Ave.
• • •
A group of Holland men motored
to Chicago last week Wednesday
to attend the Cub-Pittsburgh baseball game. They included Rein
Visscher, Henry Kroll, Frank Diepenhorst, William Van Der Schel,
and Maurice Brower.
• • •
George Schrotenboer,John Hulst,
Russel Boeve, John Zoerhof, John
Boeve, Louis Vander Burg, John
Klaasen, Thomas White, Joseph
Borgman and Gerrit Buis attended
Thursday’sgame. Mr. and Mrs.

ZUTPHEN

Holland's Busiest Drug Store
Cornet Rim and

of this place attended the Youth

Mass meeting held at the

First

Holland, Mich.

SATURDAY

25c Citrate of

He

$1.00

- Manan
Shampoo •
Magnesia - .
Adlirika Remedy - .

59c

$1.10

Hoppers Restorative Cream 63c

25c Carters Liver
$1.00

Pills

Oil

50c Phillips

Magnesia

Tablets

•
Yeast - • •
Edwards Olive Tablets Acidine Powder - - .
Soda Mint Tablets

Bottle 100

19c

75c

HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED

at

DRUG

PECKS CUT-RATE

Only Quality Drugs Used

Have

YOU
All

If so, it

is

Been Loafing

Summer?

high time to get out

that instrument and get busy!

November Election and

Special

BERT BRANDT

Election to be held on Tuesday,

November
Notice

is

hereby given that

InstrumentalInstructor

8, 1938.

I,

the undersigned City Clerk,

office

hours, the name of any legal voter in the City of Hol-

land

NOT ALREADY REGISTERED. Further notice is

Riven to those eelctors

Fifteen years of experience in the teaching

any time during regular

Will receive for Registration at

of

one voting precinct to another voting precinct within

band instruments

Studio: 260 E. 14th St.

who have changed their residence

Phone 3655

Holland, Mich.

and are required to have their Registrationtransferredfrom
the

City. Application for Registrationmust be made personally
by applicant. Saturday, October 22, 1938

the

is

last

Do You Need a New Instrument?

day for

receivingregistrations for said elections.

On the
office will

-

Dr. W. M. Tappan, city health paniment.
Monday:

last day of registration, viz, October 22, 1938, the

Get

remain open until 8 o’clock P. M.

My

Prices Before

You Buy!

Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.

Again in

1938

officer, reported to City Clerk Peterson that six cases of contagious

7:30 P. M.— Men’s Prayer Meeting at the parsonage.
disease had been reported to him
7:30 P. M. — Young Women’s
during September. They included
League for Serviceat the home of
five cases of whooping cough and
Miss Sarah Glupker.
one of scarlet fever.
Tuesday:
7:30 P. M. — Young People's Bible Class.

Mr and

Thursday:

Around America

Polciy

2:30 P. M. — Ladies’ Prayer
Band at the home of Mrs. B. Kleis,

,

144 E. Nth St.
7:30 P. M. — Bible Class and
Prayer Service.Studies in I Cor-

Mr. and Mrs. Lyle F. Shaw and
Muskegon Heights vishome of Mr. and Mrs.
John De Groot Sunday.

inthians.

children of
ited at the

Saturday:
10:00 A. M.
Class for all.

-

Children’sBible

Donald Visser, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Visser of 228 West
16th St., Holland, is one of the
more than 6,000 students enrolled
at Syracuse university in New York
this fall. He is taking graduate
work.

faMUsO™®!

State Teachers college during the
Freshman days at the college in
Kalamazoo. Selectionof a senior
brother is based on scholarship,
personalityand leadership and is
considereda distinct honor.

wm
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WILL PAY CASH

for Partidpa* Certificates
“
of
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_____
land and Zeeland Banks. G. D.
Albers, 254 CoUege Ave. 48-58*

‘ “

FOR RENT—

House, 215 West 18tb
Well shaded, screen porch.
Inquire Isaac Kouw Real Estate,
81 West 8th St. Holland.

St

WANTED — Large
.

unfurnished

room, preferablywith bath,
dose in, by business girl. Call
4881 or 2828.

WANTED:— Wan

with sawrig
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Although
to

T.d Horn

October 9, 1938.
Spiritual Worship — John 4:19-24.

Oftentimes mighty issues come
forth from the merest incidents.
Jesus was going north and stopped
at a well to rest. There is nothing
remarkableabout that. A woman
came to that well to draw water
while Jesus was resting there, and
there is nothing remarkable
rkable al
about
that. She had done that probably
GRASS
hundreds of times before. But this
___
'jpHESB balsa boats which trana- which chugged and shook their way time was differentbecause Jesus
port the Indians and their produce through the Straits of Magellan;the was there. A great soul makes incidents extraordinary and crowds
itc
back and forth across Lake Titicaca, later more luxurious liners steaming
into the commonplace wavs and
highest navigable lake In the world, down through the newly made Panama Canal which shortened the doings of life the very glory of
are little concerned over streamheaven. A well and one woman
distance between New York and
gives Jesus an opportunity to open
lines, diesels, turbines,and lido
Valparaiso by some 3400 miles;
tfreasure-houseof His mind
decks. Ever since the days when the
and finallytoday's palatial pleasure and takes out some of its choicest
Indians used these homemade ves- ships bringingcruises every week
jewels. Jesus clothes this occassels to ply up and down between from New York to the West Coast ion with a wealth of charm and intheir settlements on the West republics of the southern continent terest and vibrant truth.
It is interesting to note the deliGout of South America, a' thousand During all these many transitions
of,Jesus. He never
_______
or more years agd, they have through which ocean craft has cacy and tact
watched, undisturbed, the evolution passed, the balsa boat has remained blundered. He was never offensive
of seagoing craft— the old sailing unchanged. It Is still made by the or- rude or forward. He )cnew the
amenities of life, • a p d practiced
vessels which spent months steam- Indians from bundles of tortora
them. He saw in this siibple-minding down around Cape Horn tp reach grass and reeds, following the same ed
— woman
— ----- -one to
„ whom He might
(Me and Peru, and to reach the measurementsand designs origi- reveal Himself and entrust with a
Ghlncha Islands whose vast guano nated a thousand or more years ago, great message. He asked her for
deposits were bringing wealth to .and It woos the wind with the lame a drink, quite a natural thing for
a thirsty man on a hot day to do.
distant ports of the world; the Span- picturesquereed sails which were
But she was somewhat taken back
ish fleets which came down from the familiar sights back in the days
t “
He should do it, not because
Isthmus to load the gold and silver when the Incas ruled in palaces that
He was a man and she a woman,
looted from Inca temples and pal- flashing with gold and precious
but because He was a Jew and she
aces; the famous old side-wheelers stoneswas a Samaritan. The Jews and
Samaritans hated each other. Here 25
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Warren Huyser of Holland served as senior brother at Western

,

4cnR*r

Everyone Welcome.

• •

47c

Registration Notice for General

both

Traveling

11c

30c

i#

Mrs. E. M. Whitehouse
and Mrs. Frank Sharbin of Chicago spent the week-end at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Matchinsky, 133 East 17th St., Holland.

29c

IteiiXL

1

and Mrs. Florence Russell of Lansing. Mrs. Dubreuil was bom in Wilmington,Del., after spending
Siegel, 111,, and lived in Illinois their vacation with their parents,
and Wisconsinfor a number of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Zuidema Sr.
yaars. She was a member of Bethel City Engineer Jake Zuidema is a
chapter, O.E.S., and of the Macca- brother.Mr. Zuidema is engaged
mechanical engineer with the
bees. Funeral services were held at
2 o’c ock Tuesday at the home. du Pont company.
Bunal in Fennvillecemetery.

59c

64c

CHURCH NEWS

Chr. Ref. church at Zeeland on
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kruis of
Hudsonvillemoved in with her broClayton Congleton flew to the ther, Bert De Young the past week.
game from Grand Rapids.
Neighborsgave a welcome party.
All those attending were Mr. and
• • »
Sandra Joy Boersema, daughter Mrs. Herman Kamps, Mr. and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Boersema C. Venema and family, Mr. and
of Grand Rapids, is spendinga Mrs. Albert Kamps and son, Mr.
few days in Holland at the home and Mrs. Zwemer, Mr. and Mrs. J.
o
of her grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. Van Noord, Mr. and Mrs. Ed VanCHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
der
Brink,
John,
Jeanette,
Gladys
Haven’t heard much of Harold
Peter Boersema.
Mr*
•oersema,and Mr. and Mrs.
Services in Warm Friend Tavand Milton Kamps.
Benue Rosendahl.
West lately. Must be Harold Jr.
ern.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Weerd is keeping him busy.
Sunday service, 10:30 A. M.
» • •
JohnB. Bymoer, 15- East 12th and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Koopman
Subject: "ARE SIN, DISEASE,
Sorry to hear the Borchers had
M., filed applicationfor a building and son attended the 25th wedding
AND
DEATH REAL?”
anniversary
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cora
funeral
during
the
last
week.
Permit Monday with City Clerk
Wednesday Testimonial meeting,
Oscar Peterson to erect a brick neal Patmos of Forest Grove on They have the sympathy of the
8:00 P. M.
Saturday evening.
V.F.W.
chimney at a cost of $40.
9 0 9
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bosman
CITY MISSION CONCERT
The Ladies Auxiliary surely is
Miss Agnes Zuiverink,daughter and childrenand Mrs. Minnie BosConcert extraordinaryat the
of Mr. and Mrs. George Zuverink, man of Grand Rapis were visitors keeping in the headlines. Last
City Mission Friday night by the
left on a plane Friday night for at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon- Thursday evening a Jitney Dinner
Kentucky Harmony Singers featard
Van
Ess
on
Wednesday
evenfit
for
a
king
was
held
and
was
Chicago to resume her duties at
uring Mrs. Louise Malone Braxton,
ing.
well
attended.
Last
Saturday
a
Grant Park hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Grasmeyer rummage sale was held and what the only woman bass singer in America. The program consists of
The League for Service of Sixth and Mildred of Holland were call- a sale. If you want a real bargain
spirituals, folk songs and classics.
Reformed church held a "tin can" ers at the home of Mr. and Mrs. and value for your money, watch
supper Monday night in the church Peter De Weerd of Mr. and Mrs. for the V.F.W. Auxiliary rummage
CITY MISSION
Peter De Weerd and family on sales.
parlors.
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
t • t
Thursday evening.
Sat., 7:30 — Praise and Testimony
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zwiers and
Seminary student, G. Van HeukComrade Peter Hardenberg is Service.
elon, conducted the morning serv- family visited their children,Mr. still confined in the Hines hospiSunday, :30— Bible School.
ice at Fourth Reformed church and Mrs. Julius Dannenberg of tal, Hines, 111. Don’t forget to
2:30 — Song, Message and
Sunday while the Rev. T. W. Muil- Hamilton on Thursdayevening.
send a card.
Praise.
enberg had charge of the evening
• • •
6:30— Junior Prayer Band.
Members of the XL Sunday Now that the duck season is
services.
7:30 — Evangelistic Service.
school class of Sixth Reformed open, Meyers might surprise us
Special Music. Geo. Trotter will
church
entertained
the
Fidelia
class
with wild duck sandwiches. Better speak.
The Van Lente Sextet, composed
of Mr. Van Lente and his six sons, at a meeting in the church. Follow- come to the meetings to find out.
Tuesday, 7:30— Prayer Meeting.
Our Mustach Contest is coming Sunday School Lesson.
rendered two selections at the eve- ing devotionsthere was a program
ning service of Fourth Reformed in charge of Bernie Vander Meu- along pretty good now. A couple
Wednesday,7:30 — Young Peolen. The program included selec- of our Spanish War Vets and
church.
ple’s Fellowship Club.
tions by a quartet composed of World War Vets are in the race.
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst Henry Slager, Raymond Van Our commander says when they
IMMANUEL CHURCH
of Holland are spending the week Voorst, Arthur De Waard and get a good start he will be in the
(Meetings in the Armory).
ag. visiting their son, Dr. Andy Slager, accompanied by Mrs. race and show us all up.
in Chicago
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
• * •
Paul H. V
Van Verst, and his family. A. Vanderbeek. Mrs. Ernest Penna
10:00 A. M. — “The Greatest Need
gave
readings and James Barkel
Don't
forget!
A
good
place
to
*
• • •
of Immanuel Church.”
sang,
accompanying
himself
on
the
spend
the
cool
evenings
is
at
the
Mrs. Henry Dubreuil, 69, died
11:30 A. M.— Bible School for all
Sunday at her farm home near guitar.Following a short business V. F. W. Fun Partiesevery Friday ages.
meeting
refreshments
were
served.
evening at 8 p. m. The public is
rennvule after a long illness. She
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s Felis survived by her husband, four About 60 were present. Mrs. J. invited.
lowship.
sons, John of Fennville,Leon of Vanderbeek is teacher of the Fi7:30 P. M— "The Loss of the
delia class. Peter
Wiersum teaches The V.F.W. Auxiliary members
Sodus, William and Henry,
1
Ark of God." Specialmusic will be
attended
the
campfire
service
given
of Chicago, and three daughters, XL class'
by the Bolhuis children
by the W.R.C. in the Literary furnished
Mrs. Marie Hartsuiker of
of Hudsonville,two boys and two
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Zuidema
Jr.
rooms
Tuesday
night.
Mrs. Lillian Crispell of New York
girls singing with guitar accomhave returned to their home in

Sodus,

14c

$1.00 Ironized

recognizing the identity of the Mrs. M. Den Herder, Mrs. B.
man who talked so graciouslyto Molenaarand Mrs. H. Van Dyke.
her. But small wonder— the intel- Those present included Mcsdames
C. Buurma, A. De Roos, S. Oude44<4<<WW4<4MW4<M4<4444<444<< lectual and great of Jerusalem
could not see the Christ in Him. molen, H. Visscher, Harold Van
CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH Hut she arrived jn good time, as Dyke, Henry Van Dyke, M. Den
Central Ave. and 10th St. in the all genuine souls do. She was dis- Herder, N. Klungle, J. Dozema,
Woman’s Literary Bld^.
posed to be argumentative.Her Ben Speet, H. Maas, J. Kleis, John
10:00 A. M. Message oy Evange- misunderstanding
of what Jesus Kobes, John Atman, Ben Molenaar
Our next regular meeting will be
meant by the water He offered her and Miss De Groot.
on Thursday evening, Oct. 13, at list Paul LaBotr.
11:20 A. M.— Bible School.
led her astray. Her spiritual ob7:45 P. M. Ladies Auxiliarymeets
6:30 P. M. — Young People's tuseness made Jesus as mysterisame evening in the G.A.R. room,
John Gallaher, age 46, whose
Meeting.
ous to her as the water He was
city hall.
7:30 P. M. — Specialsong service talking about. But she is evidently home is at West Branch, but who
with Mrs. La Botz giving several impressed with the sincerity of Je- is staying at Fennville,narrowly
Everybody out. Some important vocal numbers. Parting message sus and so she is ready to take the
escaped the loss of his right eye
business to look into — our annual by the Evangelist as they leave on gift. But she is not as prepared
while drilling for oil near Overisel,
Armistice Day banquet
their second tour of the southern to receive as she thinks she is. She
» • »
states in gospel trailer with pow- must be made consciousof her sin when melted metal, exploded, strikand then a thirst for the living wa- ing him in the eye. He was taken
Let’s all be V.F.W. boosters. The erful amplifying system.
Thurs., 7:30 — Prayer meeting in ter must come as she sees herself immediately to Holland for treatslogan is "Get in Line for ThirtyGospel Hall at East 14th St.
as Jesus sees her. He cannot give ment.
Nine.”

V.F.W.

Eighth

SALE NOW ON THRU

m

The Sunday evening meeting
was well attended when Mr. ---evan of the Gideon band spoke of
their work. A group of junior girls
“lections under
sang a few selections
------ direction of Chas. Bosch accompanied
by Miss Tena Van Ess.
About thirty-flve young people

Rate Drugs

Cist

quence to Jesus than the color of this woman with His great truth.
her hair or the architectureof her He asks her to go for her husband
home. She was susceptibleto di- and then He touched a sore spot in
vine overtures and capable of giv- her soul. She had no husband for
ing a hospitable reception to a the man she was living with was
^reat truth. We moderns claim to not her husband. She tried to avoid
the followers of Jesus and we the issue. She would lead the mind
say we are of His spirit, but some of Jesus away from that disagreeof us still harbor race hatred and able theme. She introduced anstill talk about the rights of the
other thought which seemed to
superior races and still make it
guide Him far afield, but He led
hard in an already hard world for ler soul up the dixiy heights of a
so-called inferior peoples. One won- new glory of God. And it looks as
ders how much we have grown in if she at last opened her heart to
the last two thousand years in the the fact that Jesus was the Mesmatter of Christian brotherhood. siah and for her a new life began.
One pauses to call some people May we not feel that thereafteras
Christianswho say they are Chris- she came to draw water from that
tians when he sees how they feel
well she sent her bucket down into
toward Jews and negroes and Chin- the waters of life and her soul was
ese and Japanese and Hindus. At satisfied.
any rate, Jesus the Jew, talked to
the woman, the Samaritan, and He
ignored the old hatreds and difThe Women’s league for Service
ferences in the warm glow of His of Fourth Reformed church gave
beneficientpurposestoward her. a shower at the home of Mrs. H.
By asking for a drink He tactfully Van Dyke, 240 West 15th St., in
opened the way for a conversation honor of Mrs. Ralph Houston, forthat led her finally to the very feet merly Miss Sadie Kuite, whose
of God and to a spiritual apprehen- marriage was announcedrecently.
sion of the Christ. But it was a Mrs. A. De Roos, presidentof the
step-by-stepprocess.He conducted society, presentedMrs. Houston
her gradually from the known to with a gift from the group. Mrs.
the unknown, from the material to John Kobes, Mrs. H. Van Dyke
the spiritual, from the temporal to and Miss Necia De Groot were in
the eternal, from the well of man charge of games and prizes were
to the fountain of God.
awarded to Mrs. J. Atman, Mrs.
Of course she was somewhat tar- Harold Van Dyke and Mrs. Kobes.
dy of apprehension.She was slow A two-course lunch was served by

clerk’s office for John Jansen, Jr.,
24, Holland, and Henereka Meyering, 23, Holland.

• •

PECKS

minds.

That she happened to be a SaSo Jesus takes another step in
maritan was or no more conse- His process of reaching the soul of

Applicationfor marriage license

..

__

big thing.

has Seen received at the county

» •

________
Jng that
_________
was race
feeling
ran hot In gift* to people that they do not
the blood. But Jesus had none of want. He
______
^ _______
_
__ to
is an impossible
gift
it. He rose above such pettiness some people for the" simple reason
and such arbitraryfences of divis- that there is no desire for Jesus.
ion and included all people within You can give a man a book, but
the field of interest and affection. the book will not be his until he
A Samaritan woman was a human loves and appreciatesthe contents
being with a priceless soul in the of the book. You cannot give heav.
mind of Jesus, and that was the en to people who have no heavenly

PHONE

_______ ki.

_

3188

______
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_____________
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federal government This seeond day. The total amount of money to ciety of tho First Reformed church
ly, and waa occupied bv them would mar or destroy It.
- be released Is $70,000 which will at a fellowship meeting at tho
I
realise fully how hard you 10 per cent payment represents a
jointly as their common hunting
MESSENGER BOY WHO
hai been paid Hamilton church. After the proHtmbtrs of tho Faculty Vrouws
ground. In 1826, by what is known labored,day in and day out, year total of 20 per cent to be paid on mean that 76% will have
ED HIGH, RETIRES
dob wore entertained Wednesday
as the treaty of Tippecanoe, it in and year out, to reclaim your the remaining 50 per cent due the to depositors.The Board of Trus- gram a social time was enjoyed.
The Men’s Adult Bible Cuss of
was agreed between them, with the farms from the unbroken forests, holders of certificates,Mr. Geerds tees are Corey Poest, John Hartnifht at the borne of Mn. R. A.
gerink, and H. Baron.
the Reformed church art again
assent of the government, to make until your labors were crowned said.
Scbaafama, 75 West 12th St, with
George Hunt who has been with
a divisionof territoijand assign with success, and the wilderness Both local banks reorganised WWTTWTfWWWWWWTfWIVfWWT^manifesting a fine Christian spirit
Mn. Clyde Geerlings and Mn. E. the Pere Marquette system for 55
by cutting the corn on the farm of
7. fleeter assisting:. Miss Ruth years, was put on the retired list
a part of each tribe. By this treaty budded and blossomed as the rose. some time ago have nothing whatever to do with these segregated
Mr. John Bronkhorst. Mr. BronkOVERISEL
Indeed!
you
deserve
great
credit
GeerlhifS presented a travelogue, by the company officials. Mr. Hunt
the
Upper
Peninsula
was
set
apart
(Continued from Page 1)
horst is an invalid. *
what yiron have here accompli- assets. Both banks were reorgantelling of her trip into Mexico dur- began his career in Holland; first,
to the Chippewa*; the tract between
Prof. Kleis of Hope College led
ing the summer. Refreshments as a telegraph messengerboy at
the Straits and Grand River to shed, and I pray that your children ized under a solid footing and are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Schaap
left
sent to school st Notre Dame three
the prayer meeting last Sunday
may
fully appreciate the goodly operatingunder the government
were served bv the hostesses.
the
Ottawas,
and
all
south
of
a time when all telegrams came
Marinos Hozeboom and Hartn from the depot. This was when the years and then to Oberlin college Grand River, including parts of inheritancethey have and will re- act which is a guarantee to depos- for their Florida winter home last evening st the Reformed church. A
itors of an amount of up to $6,000 Monday. They expect to stay there male quartet, composed of Silas
Van Ark of Holland were in Chi- old Chicago-West Michigan railroad a year. Later he went to Twins- Indisna and Illinois, to the Pot- ceive from your hands.
BarkeL Lester Gunneman, Henry
cago yesterdav attending the sec- was still in existence. Officialssaw burg, Ohio, where he remained tawatomies. This arrangementhas Ad I survey the face of this for each depositorthrough deposi- until late spring.
tors’ insurance Which is a federal
and
Gerrit Beltman, rendereda
country,
I
cannot
refrain
from
savond game of the world series which an energeticboy around the depot two years.
Mr.
George
Albers,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
always been duly observed, even
He was an apt scholar and spoke
law.
is bdng played between the Chica- and drafted him as ticket agent.
Marius Mulder, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- few vocal selections.
after the title to the soil was ceded ing to your sons and daughters,do
five languages and was undoubtedly
go Cubs and the New York Yank He was the most nolite, the most
ald Plasman and dafighter, Glenda
them by the governmentin sub- not forget the command: “Honor
the best educated full-blooded to
Simultaneously, with this good Mae, were Sunday guests of Mr.
sequent treaties, and up to the thy fataer and mother, that thy
The monthly meeting of the
accommodating, and the best-dress- Indian of his time.
time of the actual occupation of days may be long upon the land banking news there is also some Ben Albers and family.
Builders' class of the First Methoed ticket agent Holland has ever
He wrote numerous articles for
which the Lord, thy God (The Great similar news coming from our
The Missionary societies of both dist church has been advanced one
seen, for George was a fastidious, the leading magazines and was these regions by the white settlers.
COUNCIL NOTES
Nevertheless when the Holland- Spirit), hath given thee’’ To do neighbor Zeeland. There (he trus- the Reformed and Christian Re- week and will be held today, Frineat appearing man, and he car- much in demand as a public
ers came here in *47 this immediate them honor you must be good to tees of the segregated assets an- formed churches and the societies day night, Oct. 7, at the home of
The meeting was called to order ries this same dignity today. Ac- speaker.
locality was occupied by the Ot- yourselves;keep your mouths clean nounce a 10% payment at the Zee- of other surrounding churches were Mrs. Kathryn Lindsey, 365 West
by the mayor, who offeredprayer. commodation in the old railroad
In 1899 he published a book
Roll call showed Aldermen Kleis, days did not have the affable as- "Queen of the Woods" which is a tawas, notwithstanding that their from profanity;and as your/ par- land State Bank on and after Mon- the guests of the Missionary So- 18th St., at 7:30 o’clock.
Oudemool and Brouwer to be un- pect as today. The old saying of classic in Indian literatureand hunting grounds had been fixed ents cut down the mighty forests
avoidably absent
“the public be damned" has al- during the World’s fair in 1893, north of Grand River. Pokagon ex- that covered the land, so may you
• • •
ways been more or less connected another entitled “The Redman's plains this in this way: The head- push forward the great car of requarters of the Ottawas was Grand formation, until all enemies that
It was moved by Aid. Prins, and with the railroads of 40 years ago,
Greeting” a booklet of birch bark.
Traverse. Here they spent their press down the right, and uphold
supported by Aid. Menken that the but George surely was never reHe was a poet and just before summers. The game in that eariy the wrong, shall be overthrown.
lights be turned on at Riverview sponsiblefor that phrase, since he
his death some of his verse apFathers and Mothers! How dear
period, as a rule, migrated south
Park for the benefit of the Hal- was the essence of politeness.
peared in the Chicago Tribune.
lowe’en party that is to be given
When the Pere Marquette took He managed creditablythe af- in the winter, and this made poor those names l And while I have
hunting and trapping in the Tra- here stood among strangers, my
there for the benefit of the Holland over the Chicago-WestMichigan
fairs of his 300 tribesmenand
children. Approved.
and the Detroit-Lansing,and Nor- pressed and collecteda claim of verse region Hence they— the Ot- heart has continuallywhispered in
• • •
thern, George Hunt stayed on with $150,000 against the United States tawa* — followed the game in the my ears saying, "Pokagon, your
fall and located during the winter father and mother a century ago
Various building permits were the road. He went to Grand Rap- in relation to Indian lands.
at and near Black I^ake. Their passed and re-passedthis very spot
read by the clerk and approved by ids in 1849 as clerk in the traffic
He was a man of sturdy charac- stay, however, was only temporary, alond their winding trails."
the council on the motion of Aid. department. He later served in Deter, of retiring, simple habits, and
Vogelsang.
and was with the consent of the My parents once lived near Plytroit, Milwaukee,Traverse City, a consistentCatholic.
• • •
Pottawatomies,whose headquarters mouth, Indiana. Mr. Prentice,an
and Chicago as traveling agent,
He was an eloquent speaker and were further south in the counties honored citizen of this county,who
A petition from residents in the and in 1920 he made his perman- a strong advocate of prohibition.
of Cass, Berrien and Van Buren. has just gone into the world beviciinity of Pine Ave. and 19th St ent home in Grand Rapids as diviHis granddaughter, Julia Pokaas Id
asking
f
for redress because of the sion freight agent. For many gon, if possible, excelled him in Here the Pottawatomieslived on yond, were he alive and here tounsightliness of the basement years he lived in this city and his eloquence; and in speaking at the small farms, which they owned, day, would tell you that when he
building on that corner was read childrenreceived their fundamental dedication of the monument to having purchased them back from was a young man, lost and starvby the clerk. The petition was education and graduated from Chief Menominee at Twin Lakes, the government after thei treaty ing, he found our wigwam home,
signed by approximately fifty res- Holland public schools. Harold Ind. Her description of the wrongs of 1833, by which treaty the eldei and how he shared our simple
idents of that vicinity.Aid. Huyser Hunt, the oldest son, was at one suffered by the Indians at the Chief Pokagon, father of our guest, meals and beds for many moons.
rose to say that when the base- time mayor of the student body. hands of the whites brought tears had ceded to the government the We loved him dearly, and when he
ment was built, that the agreement He has become prominentin Ro- to the eyes of many in that large title to all the land south of Grand left us, we all wept. It rejoices my
River, including the present site heart to feel that he and my father
with the city was that the building tary circles and was president of gathering.
of Chicago, for about three cents are in that great wigwam, where
would be finished within two years. the state organization.He was suA monument has been erected an acre.
there are many rooms prepared
“But the depression has changed perintendent of several schools in
by the citizens of Chicago in Beyond this we will not go at by our Heavenly Father.
the plans of many of us," he add- the state, includingKalamazoo. He
Park to the memory of this time, deeming the above ample I am getting old and feeble, and
ed. The petitionwas referred to was one of twins, a boy and a girl. Jackson
Price
Mr. Hunt married Miss Kate Simon Pokagon and his father Leo- as an introductionof our honored feel that one foot is lifted to step
the ways and means committee.
pold
and
yet,
here
in
VanBuren
Quart
EMBASSY
• • *
visitor at Holland’s Semi-Centen- into the world beyond. I have
Harold one of the daughters of the
county,in an unkept and unmarked p'«l. and at the same t'me in- stood all my life as a peacejar
Extra Rich
Aid. Drinkwaterannouncedthat late Mr. and Mrs. E. Harold, piograve — “The world forgettingand
maker between your people and my
dicating why he was such.
City Engineer Zuidema would in- neers of Holland whose old homeby
the world forgot” rests Michi•
•
•
people, trying to soothe the preform the council as to what had stead stood on Graves Place up to
gan’s last great chief.
GREETINGS FROM CHIEF SI- judices of the two races toward
been done about the sagging floor a few years ago. This home was
He died near Pearl, Allegan
in Engine House No. 1. Mr. Zuide- the mecca of early-daysociety and
MON POKAGON AT HOLLAND’S each other. Yes, without bow or
ma said that the floor had been where hospitalitywas paramount. county,Jan. 27, 1899, and is buried SEMI-CENTENNIAL CELEBRA- gun I have stood as one standing
EMBASSY
between two armies advancing tosupportedby a single beam, but Mr. Harold was in the shoe busi- in the Indian cemetery at Rush
TION IN 1897
Michigan
lb.
ward
each
other
for
the
fight,
this had rotted,, and allowed the ness, conducted in a frame building lake, near Hartford.
-’1 bitter
• • •
There should be something done
receivinga thousand wounds from
Maid
floor to sag. He said that it had just west of the Du Saar Photo
roll
heart* removed
By
Chief
Pokagon
your people and my own people.
been temporarily bolsteredup, and Shop. Mrs. Hunt passed away some to mark his last resting place beTall
• •
bole 14-os. can
In conclusion, permit me to say,
that permanent repairs could be three years ago. Former mayor, E. fore it is too•late.
• •
Ladies
and
gentlemen:— I wel- I rejoice with the joy of childhood,
delayed until sj>nnj.
P. Stephan,was intimately acCreamy
No. 1
come you one and all as the true that you have granted “a son of
quainted with George and his fam- A Noted Guest at The
Tender
cans
nobility
of
this land. I am indeed the forest” a right to speak to you:
Aid. Drinkwaterreported prog- mily. Mr. Stephan, in speaking of
Semi-Centennial
Mary Lou
Quart
glad to meet vou at this important and the prayer in my heart shall
ress on the proposed dog-pound,
Mr. Hunt, said: “Everybody who
Country Club
DILL
Whole
lor
gathering of the fathers and ever be so long a« I live, that
knew George Hunt loved him and
1
Baking
Tasted
mothers, who have reclaimed from the Great Spirit will bless you
1-lb.
By
Gerrit
Van
Sehelven
A motion of appreciationto Gov. his many friends here will wish
cans
Frank Murphy, State Senator Ear- him happy days for the rest of his From News Files, Sept. 4, 1897 an unknown wildernessa paradise, and your children,and that the
there is on earth.
nest Brooks, U. S. Senator Pren- sojourn amongst us.”
generations yet unborn, may learn
A pleasing interestingincident if Isuch
1
would not have you think that
tiee Brown for the work which
to know that we are all brothers,
Mr. Hunt will succeeded in the of the celebration was the presence
Armour's
Star Cornsd Beef Hash ib. can lie
they did toward obUining the WP- Grand Rapids office Oct. 1 by James of Simon Pokagon, the last of the I flatter myself in having been in- and that God is the Father of all.
A grant for the new light plant M. Gately, formerly the commer- line of royalty which has swayed vited here on account of my rep- SAAAAAAAAAAAAaaAAAAAAAAA
Barbara Ann
utation of intelligence, as I most
can‘
was given unanimously.
cial agent for the Pere Marquette the tribe of the Pottawatomies. He
• • •
keenly
realize you have looked
in New York, whose railroadex- has nearly passed the three-score
HOLLAND
BANK
TO
PAY
$60,forward to my coming with a sort
It was observed that Aid. “Casey” perience has been mainly in the
and ten span of life, and is still of novel pride, that vou might point
000 TO CERTIFICATE
Kalkman said nothing during the east
a power for good among his peome
out to your children and say:
HOLDERS
entire meeting, but practiced the
ple — witness his recent successful
"Behold, a living specimen of the
art of blowing perfect smoke rings
effort in securing from the U. S.
race with whom we once neighLILY
in preference to that of oratory.
The certificateholders of the old
Four applications for building government the annuity of $118,000 bored, a race we once loved, and
• » •
Holland
City
State
Bank
will
repermits, totaling $4,500 were on due his people, and in which Uncle
yet with that love was mingled ceive each a part of $60,000, since
A telegram from D. R. Kenni- file today with City Clerk Oscar Sam had been in arrears for many distrust
and fear.”
a 10% dividend has been declared
eott, regional director for . the Peterson.They include:Standard years.
PWA, advising that the city's ap- Oil Co., 16th St and River Ave., Chief Pokagon has long been a Our people who sleep beneath and payment will start next week
your soil, came here from the Monday at 9 a. m. Henry Geerds,
plication for a grant of $675,621to enlarge service station to super- prominentcharacter. He visited
Country
be used in connection with con- service sUtion, 34 by 26 feet, brick President Lincoln soon after his coast of the Atlantic. They were pi- secretary of the Holland Deposi“None Better at any Price"
oneers in their time, as you are to- tors’ Corporation,having charge of
38-ox. jars
structionof a new electrical power construction and asphalt roofing, inauguration,and was the first Red
day, and when they first entered the bank’s segregated assets, made
generatingplant here had been $3,500; Dutch Tea Rusk, enlarge Man that called upon that kind- these beautiful woodland plains
Club
6
this announcement. This is gratifyapproved, was submitted by City building at 150 East Eighth St., hearted Great Father. In 1874 also
they said in their hearts: “We are ing news, consideringthat not only
Bakina Tested now
Clerk Oscar Peterson. Council ac- occupied by Ter Haar Auto Co., he had an audiencewith Gen.
surely on the borderland of the this old bank but the Peoples State
cepted the telegram and ordered brick construction.$1,000; Mrs. J. Grant in the White House. “I exhanpy hunting grounds beyond.”
referred to board of public Van Zomeren, 27 West River Ave., pected he would put on military I pray you. do not covet the nar- Bank, too, will soon pay a subLarge Loaf Type 13 Egg Bedpe
construct single garage, 12 by 20 airs,” said the chief, in telling the row ground they occupy and there- stantialdividend as was reported
• * *
feet, asphalt roofing and frame story, “but he treated me kindly, by desecrate and hide their last in last week’s issue of the Holland
City
News.
City Inspector Ben Wiersma construction,$40.
gave me a cigar, and we smoked resting place. For th* B’ood of your(Large Bound 13 Egg Angel Pood Cake only 35c)
Payments are to be made in the
submitted his monthly report of
the pipe of peace together."
selves and your children, you had
activities as follows: Inspection TONSORIAL PARLORS TO BE
As a public speaker Pokagon has better erect some simple monument office of the Holland City DeposiIbe.
of mflk plants, 21; milk and cream
balk
an enviable reputation.His senti- over their remains and engrave tors’ Corporation, on the second
OPENED SATURDAY
floor
of
the
old
bank
building
samples taken to laboratoryfor
ments are pathetic,and all his thereon, “An unknown Red Man
Country Club Silted No. 2
“under the dock."
tests, 40; water samples taken for
addresses,includingthe one deliv- lies buried here.”
(Case of 24 - $2.50) can
tedts, your; producers inspected, John Visser and Henry Heyboer ered here on the first day of the
Mr. Geerds said it is important
Our fathers here found game in
10; slaughter houses inspected, are opening tonsorial parlors in celebration,betray kindliness of
that
the
holders
of
the
certifiabundance; the buffalo and the deer
IBM
01 0roB9# Marmalade
B
six; meat markets inspected,12; the store directly east of the Mod- heart and earnestness of thought.
JELL
no,,-, _ j|^ Jq,,
for
had not yet learned to fear the cates bring them when they make
grocery stores inspected,14; res- el Drug Store in the small store He has a face that would attract
applicationfor payments.
face of man, and they startled at
taurants, lunch rooms, etc, in- occupied by Vaupell’sMen’s Shop. attentionanywhere.
"If they should send some one
the twang of the bow.
spected, 16; bakeries inspected, Mr. Vaupell has moved directly
Avondale
No.
Pokagon was born in the town
Here our people built their wig- else with the certificates,a letter
four; public rest rooms inspected, east in the larger store. The above- of Pokagon, near Niles, Mich.,
EMBASSY
wams,
and
theirt children played signed by the person whose name
Kenyon
Choice
cans
1 fc
16; complaints and investigations, named men are now occupying the named after his father, the doughty
pound pkg.
appears on the certificates,should
28 notices served to require sew- store vacated by him, and are in- chieftain.He now resides half a under the green pavilion of the also be sent authorizing payment
BUTTEMCOTCH
mighty forests, as hanpy as your
er connections,18.
Jean Allen
stalling an up-to-datebarber shop. mile from Lee, Allegan county, on children now play in the open field to the person presenting the cerMixing
CHOCOLATE
lC
tificate,”stated Mr. Geerds.
a small farm, which he tills for or on your decorated lawns.
With purchase of 3 pkgs. TwinkleGelatia Deeeert for 14o
his daily sustenance.In 1847, the
I speak of this not complainingly, ‘To avoid a rush in the office,
year of the advent of the first for I have alwavs taught my peo- it is highly advisable that nersons
RED
CHERRIES £3. 10c
=&-i
Bloat Bowl-ead
Holland colonists,he lived near ple not to sigh for years long gone whose last names start with A to
Both
WU*
•crape* cleaner
Dowagiac. in Cass county. His first
M, inclusive, make application
Get toon while
visit in Holland was in the early by, nor pass again over the bloody next week and that persons whose
•apply laate
purchae#
‘60’s.
trails their fathers trod. I fnllv last names start with N to Z.
The connectionpoint between the realize that, as pioneers of this inclusive, make application for payHollanders and the Indians, in 1847, land, you had mountainsof diffi- ment the following week.”
Normandie Crystal
covers two tribes—the Ottawa* culty to overcome, of which our
Mr. Geerds announced that his
and Pottawatomies. Prior to the race knew not.
office,after Monday, will be open
treaties of 1821 and 1833, between
The same forest that frowned from 8 a. m. until 5 p. m., includ1
the U. S. government and the upon ypu smiled upon us. The same ing the noon hour, with the exCap. Saucer, Goblet
Extra
Large
48
Size
Heads
several tribes herein named, this forest that was ague and death ception of Saturdaywhen it will
and Dinner Plate
region, Includingpart of Michigan, to you. was our bulwark and de- close at noon.
only
When
the
bank
was
reopened
a
Indiana and Illinois, belonged to fence. The same forest you have
«*> bo. 1
With purchase of
the Pottawattomie,Ottawa and cut down and destroyed,we loved, few years ago, a 50 per cent
Serve with Steak
Chippewa tribes — all springing and our great fear was, that the cash payment to certificateholders
WANTED -ft ultry and Vtal
FRENCH
ib bag 19c
from the powerful Algonquin fami- white man in his advance westward was made through a loan from the
Hot Dated Coffee (Special price)
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SAVE about 75%

PEANUT BUTTER
2 £ 21c
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5

FRESH BUTTER
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2
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4
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Saw
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1
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1
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1
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Fillets
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Hamburg or Weiner

is fully

_

jund as they are today, nor
picture was taken that make the skyline of Eighth ____
undergro
from the root of the Holland City Street are missing.
liner Keefer’s
VoAfer’a ResKps. was
WAS there
then a boulevard lighting system. The writer could tell a great
News building during the big partaurant,The Home Furniture,The deal more about this picture, ;but
ade day of Holland’s semi-centennial celebration in 1897 and was Holland State Bank, Warm Friend space forbids. The part of the pariewed by Chief Simon Pokagon Tavern, and ipany others not visi- ade In line of vision is the Cap*,
of whom the News gives an inter- ble 4m noth sides of the street. Hol- pon A Bertsch Leather Co. divisesting story and reviews his visit land streets were not paved at that ion. There were more than 40
and speech here. Many buildings time, nor were the telephone wires floats fa the entire parade.

The above

SLICED

BUNS

ioc

RAYS-N-DATE
2

-

KROGER FRES-SHORE OYSTERS

^

12c

PIG HOCKS

».15c

£

Shced Sandwich or Twin

12c

3

** 29c

»» IOC

* 124c

We Redeem Welfare Orders and Cash W.P.JL Checks

Bread >- Cake like texture

BREAD

*

10c Fillets

SAUER KRAUT

dliplsy.

tastier! This stvory favorite, like all

n>

'

\

yoe psv for percksm. Aik for
Ik. loet — say variety ea

,

Perch

KROGER
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ROOM SUITES

DINING

StSU
Teachers
To Attend M.E.A.
____
the _ 28
fund. TO
^

zmANoS

STRIKING DESIGN

_

RICH VENEERING

of which $11,689.32was from

_

8 Pieces

Land Ahead!

and electrical
A license was granted Peter Bot‘ and Edward Adler of Holland

Larger and more legible license
made for the year
1940, according to Leon D. Case,
SecreUry of State, who haa
plates are to be

GRAND RAPIM WIU- B* HOST
wrqttov innomaw
WESTERN
MICHIGAN
INSTRUCTORS

m

?rand

was

The

appeal for funds will be

conducted under six major divis-

Zeeland and the rural school

°,f.

»»cii

The named for each division. These
chairmen will name their cepUina
ent spacing of the numerals.
The auto licenae plant of the and other co-workers.
MichiganSUte Induatricsis able The divisions will include:
to turn out 18,000 complete aeU of
1. Special gifts diviaion, which
Dr. No-Yong Park of the Unilicense platea every eight hour
11, at 8 o’clock.
will secure the major donations
versity of Minnesota, lecturer on
working day.
These young men toured t h e Oj^nUl °8ub jeda^wiH' discuss^The
......
famous Augustan*college choir of
from factories and executives.
West extensively this past year Sino-Japanese Conflict at the open- ------------60 voices on March 1.
2. National corporationdiviand met with huge success every- ing session in the civic auditorium WONDERFUL PROGRAMS BY
This exceptional course of six
HOLLAND CHORAL UNION numbers,
where.
sion, which will lolicit organisaThursday morning, October 27, at
through the cooperation
—
_
10 o’clock.
tions whoaa offices are la other
of Hone College,is offered by the
Holland Choral Union will open Choral Union in the interest of
Announcement was made here
cities.Thsse include the telephone
Linton Wells, foreign corresponMiss
Helen
Carol,
daughter
of
today by Fred Keller, manager of
its fourth season with a concert by
good music at a price within the
company and chain atores.
dent, will speak on “Adventures
the Crampton ManufacturingCo.,
the Michigan Symphony orchestra reach of all in the city and envir- Attorney and Mrs. Jarrett N. Clark
8. Factory employe diviaion,
of a Reporter" at the closing ses12th St. and Harrison Ave., Holon Wednesday,Oct. 26, according ons. Tickets for all seats in the of Zeeland and Earl Paul Babcock, which will have one persen aa
sion Friday afternoon,October 28,
""o' Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Babland, that his company had been
to
the
announcement
made
this house are f2.00.
at
‘
bock of Grand Haven, were mar- olidtor for each factory. This is
awarded a large contract by the
week of a stellar concert course,
Babcock to Preside
ried
Saturday at 4 p. m. in a pret- a new division. A list which will
Chrysler Corp., calling for the manwhich includesin addition to the
ty
autumn
wedding at the Clark be signed by employee, rather
ufacture of 1,000,000rotor locks.
Thursday evening, Supt. E. H. orchestra program,a performance
than individual cards es in tha
TWO
PLEAD
GUILTY
TO
home
in
Zeeland.
Both young peoThis indeed is gratifyingnews. He Babcock of Grand Haven, presi- of Handel’s “Messiah" early in
VIOLATING GAME LAW ple are socially prominent and past, will be used this year.
said the contract is one of the dent of the state association, will December, and four outside artist
Under a program as is used in
members of leading families.
largest the company has received speak on “A Program of Improve- numbers.
Grand Rapids and other cities,
Russell Groenevelt, Ferrysburg,
About
60
guesU
witnessed
the
this year. The company normally ment,” Clifton Youngman will rive
The orchestra concert will be
e*ch employe will be asked to give
employs about 35 men, but this new reading of his poems, Mrs. Wil- given as a complimentary number and Maurice Rosema, Spring Lake ceremony, performed by Rev. Rich,
a sum repreaantlngfour hours of
contract will provide employment liam T. Sanders will speak in to holders of course tickets. Phil- township, were arraigned before ard J. Vande n Berg of Zeeland bework. Under this plan, pay for one
Justice
Fred
Workman,
Spring
fore
the
fireplace,
banked
with
for six or seven additional men, Mr. behalf of the Parent-Teachers'
asso- lip Abbas, world famous violincelLake
charged
with
failing to have palms ferns and baskeU of white hour’s work would be deducted for
Keller announced. The company al- ciation of which she is state presi- list, will direct the orchestra and
four consecutiveweeks.
ready is fillingcontractsfor Hud- dent, and Walter F. Cries, secre- also appear as soloist.Carl Wecker, their shot guns plugged on the gladioli. The wedding music was
opening day of the duck hunting played by Carl Senob, violiniat, 4. Public employee diviaion,
son, Studebaker,Packard, and Nash tary of the department of welfare director of the Grand Rapids Symwhich will solicit workers in the
companies, which includes manu- of the Cleveland Cliffs Iron com- phony orchestra, will be guest con- season last Saturday. Both young and Gerard W. Hanchett, pianist,
men pleaded guilty and they were both. of Holland. The wedding city hall, board of works, police
facture of seat and window regu- pany of Ishpeming, will give an ductor.
released on suspended sentence to marches of Wagner and Mendels- and fire department* ana the
lators, and gear shift holders.
inspirational address, “Drill Cores."
like.
Other numbers on the course, all be imposed Oct. 10.
o
sohn were played as processional
A concert by the Western State of which will be held in Hope Mem- According to the conservation and
6. School and college division,
recessional.
Vernon Ten Cate, local attorney, Teachers’college choir, directed by
Miss Jane Peter of Grand Ha- which will contact local educationwas electedpresidentof the new- Harper Maybee, will open this pro- orial chapel, are: Harry Farbman, law a hunter must not have more
al institutions.
distinguishedas one of America’s than three shells in his gun. Alger ven attended the bride and Richly-formedTulip Time committee gram.
6. General solicitation diviaion.
Cline, conservation officer from ard Babcock attended his brother
on arrangementsand operations Central High school orchestra, reatest violinists,on Wednesday,Newaygo
county and Ivan Rob- *a best man. Mistresses of cere- This la the largest diviaion. Under
lov.
16;
Handel’s
"Messiah"
by
the
at an organisation meeting held Grand Rapids, will furnish music
thia divisionthe city will be
erts from Baldwin, made the arMonday at 4 p. m. at Chamber of for the moming program, at which lolland Civic Chorus and Hope rests early Saturday near the Sag, mony were Miss Dorothy M. Fair divided into four sectionswith
Chapel
Choir,
under
direction
of
an
Mis.
Catherine
E/
Jwlion
Commerce headquarters.Other of- Grand Rapids Boy Scouts will adKenneth Osborne, Dec. 13; Cather- the first to be reported in the college friends of the bride and co-chairmen to be assigned to each
ficers are Aid. Edward Brouwer, vance the colors.
county.
ine Van Buren, colored soprano,the
Ross Clark, the bride’s brother, section. Numerous captains and
vice /resident;and E. P. Stephan,
others will be included in this
— o
Dr. Charles W. Helsley of East foremost woman singer of her race
w“ m“l«r of ceremonies.
secreUry. Five applicationsfor
grouping.
Born at Holland hospiUl yesterCongregational
church, Grand Rap- on the concert platform today, Jan.
The
bride
was
charming
In
her
manager of the Tulip Time festiNo homes, other than those of
ids, will give the invocationat the 18; the Chamber Opera Trio, com- day a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. mothers wedding dress, an Ivory
val were submitted to the commitopening session.
posed of Elisabeth Kerr, soprano, Jack Witteveen, 24 W. 21st Street. crepe de chine. Venetian lace retired businessnm' or persons
tee and they were ref«*rreH to a
who cannot be solicited through
trimmed, with full ikirt and short
Programs Thursday afternoon Robert Long, tenor, and Raymond
committe of Mrs. J. E. Telling,
their businessesor places of emKoch, baritone, under the direction
Her finger tip veil of ivory
John Olert, River Street grocer,
chairman, Mr. Ten Cate, and Vau- will consist of division meetings on
of Charles Lurvey, pianist, in an although somewhat improved,is illusion descended from a small ployment,will be contactedIn
general
professional
topics.
Mary
die Vandenberg, for consideration.
the campaign.
evening of opera, Feb. 15; and the ill at his home, 56 W. 16th Street. ™L°f ‘S*’ WfWiig that of the
This committee will meet Wednes- Harden, directorof curriculum of
The campaign committee also
gown.
Her
bridal
bouquet
was
day afternoon at Ten Cate’s office. Horace Mann school, Columbia urflarranged for a woman’s eommitJohanna
Hill
roaea
and
lilies
of
the
When the committeeis ready to versity, will address the early and
valley. Miss Peter wore a bur- toa, which will have charge of
make its recommendations, a gen- iater elementary group. Dr. FredLocal
County
Seat
gundy velvet gown with gold ac- posters, luncheonsand a potter
eral meeting of the Tulip Time enck D. Knight, director of the
cessoriesand carried Token roses °<wf«?t; a speakers'committee,
division of education of Purdue
committee will be called.
which will engage speakersto
and bouvsrdi.
university, will address junior and
Mrs. Babcock wore black crepe address all local organisations;
senior high school sections;NorMrs. Agnes Tidd of Holland and man Frost, professorof rural eduwith coloredsequin trim and Mrs. and an auditing committee, which wfll audit the campaign results
Herman Steketee of Route 4, Hol- cation of George Peabody College
u f?’ a, lfown of rUMt cr®P« em- and books of the cheat agencies.
broidered in gold. Their corsages
land, were wed at the home of for Teachers,Nashville, Tenn., will
Names of the various workers
were of gardenias.
Rev. George Trotter, superinten- speak to the rural teachers; spewere not announced.
. twO’courBesupper at the
cial teachers will hear an address
The chest’s board of dirsctori
Clark home followed the cerek h“ pUye^'on'uie^romiS by“
mony, decorationsbeing principal- will meet Friday night to adopt
after the ceremony, friends kid- fessor of educationalpsychology of
napping them to the home
m. the University of Chicago. Mr.
y autumn flowers. Assisting in the budgets- for the < agencies
home of Mr.
„„
and Mrs. William Modders, 187
J®
arrangements fund
*^*re *n t*>e caml,a'8’n
Ones will address the Parentwere Miss Frences Vvn of Grand
O '
'
Kave.n'M'8.8 Barb*1* Van VolkenBUSY MEN’S CLUB START
burgh
Miss
Lois
Vanden
Berg,
is chairman.
Miss Florence Bouwens and Miss
TUESDAY EVENING
Rev .and Mrs. Trotter, Mr. and
Section Meetings
Janice Van Koevering, all of ZeeMrs. Peter Vande Lune, Mr. and
land.
number of section
Mrs. Nick Verhey,
Mr.. Tom
Potts,
»W
y A1AI
a Will I
Ulto, A large ------V/|| meetHolland Busiy Men’s Club
Mr
a
r\m
Mr. and Mrs. Babcock will re- will hold a meeting
Mr. VEdgar
Hosier,
and Dorothy ings
ln.?1s for teachers of each subject
sub
meeti
Tueaday evenside at 109 South Fourth street, ing. Oct. 11 at the Holland Armory
Modders,and Mrs. Vander Vliet. . ^ held Friday moming at
Herman Steketee is the son of the P0*nt8 all over the downtown area,
Grand Haven, upon their return with 50 already pledging memberlate grocer,
who carriedon
D“J“ .....
... comfrom a trip Oct. 15. Mrs. Babcock ship.
----u„ a uuo- Herold r
C. Rader,
county
ineas in the old Post block, now the n^l8™on®r of Moncalm county, is
5 green woo! suit trimmed
Model Drug Store, for 60 years. chairman of this region, which inwith Bsrsndukland black acces-

-

°iher schools in Ottawa and other
western Michigan counties,are to
be present and it is expected that
the “Furniture City’’ will be host
to at least 4,600 of them.

-o

on S?lr>
new dies will also allow a

-- --

CO,

The Old ReliableFurniture Store
Holland. Michigan

differ-

7

............

-wwiS

-

1

212-216 River Avenue

of lost

The old dies, for sUmping out
ions, it was decided last night by
license plates now nearly worn out
have been in service for eight years the campaign committee'headed by
and have sUmped nearly 18 mil- A. W. Tahaney. A chairman will be

.......

BROUWER

the number

platea.

teachers,
as well as an
all those
from
bass;
‘-t ««
muse irum

JAS. A.

yi9YoP^0f.re\rU|deA 0NE HUNDRED BILLING

rattlesand

a11

sessions.

The Calvin College quartet, composed of Garrett Vande Riet,
William Hejmen, baritone; Guysbert Roseboom, first tenor; and
John Hollebeek,second tenor; will
render a miscellaneousprogram in
the Central Avenue Christian Reformed church Tuesday, October

_

The style of the numerals will aliw
tt*Wn* the plate more
More than 100 workers will be
readable. Thia has been advocated
aligned for the Community cheat
State Police and the Police
and Sheriff s Department for sever- drive in Holland Oct 81 to Nov.
al years.
6, it waa made known today by
The new plates will be so punched O. W. Lowry, cheat president,as
that when affixed to t h e licenae
he announced the general strucbracket of a car, there will be a
more firm conUct and eliminate ture for the campaign.

v,

AVENUE

re-

“

Holland public
tKtai Com?nereia* .fj°'land
public school
school students
students
and Savings bank of Zeeland. W'U ,h*ve, * vacation of four days
The public property committee’s fu the , 0R€
month since
recommendationthat two pumper “le e"uX« k"™}* sUff will go to
hydranU be installed near the ZeeThursday and Pri
land hospitaland high school
^cto,??r27 “‘l
pupila will not return to their
approved.
studies until the followingMonday.
The council rejected a pro;
to establisha special potfee^a! The Michigan Educational assotron’s office.
ciation will meet on the above
named dates and under the state
CALVIN COLLEGE QUARTET law
unless ill, are
AT CENTRAL
"upposed to be present at these

—

To Be Collected
Oct 31 to Nov. 5

and the length varying with the WORKERS
VVORKkpu TO JUMP IN ON
sl*e of the numbers sUmped on it f COMMUNITY CHEST DRIVE

own^Tby*

u

NM Funds For Chest

NBWpLATEflTOE 1»M

October 27 and

____________

_
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Local

:30.

-

—
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MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walgreen System Agency
N.E.Corner River and 8th We Deliver Holland

1c Sale

Dr. West
Tooth Paste

Antiseptic 50c

Buy Two for 51c

BUY TWO

for

26c

Orlis

Prophylactic

Mouth

Tooth Brushes

Full Pints

37c— 3 for $1.00

49c

rl rr

Ererythiag a

Paper

W

Antiseptic

Reg. 50c Size

-

Man Lauded By

1c Sale

Pepsodent

o

Good Drug Store Should Have

.

r

•HV. V

Vi

^

certificates of indebtedness of

the Hol-

land City Depositors Corporation that a
10 pet. liquidating dividend will be avail10,

1938.

A banquet for the Sunday School
teachers and officers of Third Reformed church is scheduledfor this
week Friday at 6:30 o’clock in the
chureh parlors. The program committee has Fred Beeuwkes as the
chairman. The Gleaners'class will
serve the meal. On Tuesday, Oc*° .,.*L tile Women’s Missionary

must

accompany applications for payment.
Payment

will

commence at 9:00 a.

m.,

October 10, 1938 in the offices located
on the second floor of the

Tower Clock

Building located at the corner of River

and 8th Streets, Holland.
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ARflE

TER HAAR,

President

Auxiliary of Third Reformed
church will hold a meeting. Rev.
Thomas Yff, pastor 0f the Colebrook Christian Reformed church,
Grand Rapids, was extended a call
from the North Street church of
R 'wfll be remembered
that Kev. H. E. Oostendorp.former
ptstor, dropped dead at hie cot-

©

JOHN

R.

DETHMERS

mile east of Holland on M-21.

ing to notices of the meeting sent
out by C. A. Byrne, of Grand Haven, district committeeman. The
meeting will be the regular fall
session for the district. All local
Legionnaires were Urged to attend.

The Ottawa County delegates The Republicans did not cast
Science Students
viewed with a great deal of pride their lots together without a convUJe. WM married to James Kinken
the sportsmanshipof John R. siderable struggle. But they are
of Allendale.
Hear
o—
Dethmers, defeated candidate for now offering a ticket that embraces
Dr.
Henry Looman, 85, well known
attorney general at the state con- elementswhich for many years
Iar™"{ residing on rural route No.
The Finance Officer now has the
2, Holland, in Holland township, vention. We in Holland who know have been at each other'sthroats.
—Hope Anchor. 1939 receipt cards and is ready to
died at 4 a. m. yesterday in the John, also know that he wouldn’t Tom Read »has not always hit it
Announcement was made today issue you one with your name on
P*0!®*? 9-11HuiMn*> hospital at do anything else. It is his attitude, off with the Fitzgerald supporters that Dr. John M. Hapler of Michi- it; all you have to do is hand him
• Zeeland followingan illness of
three bucks and give your full
together with another defeated yet he has become the party’s
Ah!
diabetes. He entered the hospital candidate, that brought harmony choice for attorney general.
gan Departmentof Health will ad- name and say •
• a
two days ago for treatment. The to the party, and the only contest MeanwhileDethmers and Smith, dress all students interested in
body was removed to the Dykstra at the state convention held at though true-blue Republicans, are
. Wc have progressed sufficiently
science and health on Monday, Ocbuilding a firm foundation for a
in the Armistice Banquet to state
hon?e wh*r® 1* remained Grand Rapids Monday.
until Thursday noon when it
It la, however, gratifyingto hear new Republican leadership, in which tober 7 at 3:30 P. M. in Mr. Hil- that it will be held at the Warm
taken to his home. Mr. Looman waa what someone else haa to say about many young Republicans will have mert’s room. Dr. Kapler’s topic is Fnend Tavern, and the menu comes
born in The Netherlands May 10, the Holland attorney who is just a voice. What they lost in conven- “Science and its Prevention of Oc- next for consideration.Maybe it
1853, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Loo- finishingup his fourth term aa tion this year they may gain in the
would simplifymatters if we had
cupational Diseues.”The acience
man. He has been a residenton prosecuting attorney of this coun- future.
Irish stew and coffee, or how do
department,
under
Professor
Kleis,
the farm where he lived for the ty. Under the caption “Dethmers’
you feel about it?
Republicanshave earnestly want• • a
past 57 years. He waa a member of Splendid Showing’’ the Grand Ha- ed to go into the campaign with a is tponsoringDr. Kapler's talk
the North Holland Reformed ven Tribune editorially gives the united front. The Democrats held here and invites a large turnout of Don’t froget; ask mama if you
church. He is survived by the wi- following:
a “love-feast”at their convenUon. students hear this timely and in can go to Grend Haven Friday with
• • adow, Mrs. Clara Looman; one son,
the boys. Wa never left one at
Of courae it ia known that' under structive lecture.
Henry H. Looman, 40 East 16th
the scene of the accident so far.
(Grand Haven Tribune)
the surface in both parties there
•
a
a
St; a daughter-in-W Mre. GerSo your chances of getting back
are conflictingelements, but the
a a a
The night of the All-Collegefrom there will be all O.K.
rit Looman of North Holland; one
John R. Dethmers, well known to Democrats and Republicans alike
There will be a regular installason-in-law, Gerrit Van Dyke of all the citizens of Ottawa county, are fearful that an open split will Mixer turned out to be a big night,
tion of officers for "
| in his bid mean certain victory for the oppos- what with the sophomores sending
Legion Auxiliary Me
part*
J's nomina- ing
the frosh down the fire escape, and at 8 o'clock in tha eh
era, rfonn oi ueoar a
ticket He
of Holland township auu nerman
---------- .’ whom lost R™ubu^l0:^m*hlv,pmlht
Mrenf bpU“ There will be a Fifth
to Tom Read, might have pooled do
— i.
do with
with th«
the Rannhiiaan
Republican .u.-!
showing
in FratemaU. Loud fire-crackers drew
their strength and made it tough November. But the older party the Voorheesites to all the court meeting held at Grand R
the Daniel Water*
land. Funeral services frill be held for Old Guard Republicans.But had
leaders
ulr 001
,'*ader8 have been served notice
notice windows;where they were enter- rooms at Horae
at 1 p. m. Saturday from the real-DUUMtained. Much enjoymentwaa had will be served at
they nartv^dlf^n lght rfo, 8pit that
be *«IVUglU*CU
recognized
soontne
party wide open. Dethmers *r
... t> ___
i.
er nr
or later. Dethmers>.
is one RepubDuld not listen to such a plan and lican who has his thoughts turned by all, and tha girls are looking day, Oct 12 at
Smith proved himself to be a good to the future.He has every quali- forward to More serenades in the must be in by
loser
near future.
fication for ultimate success.
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To

Talk By
John Hapler
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JOE

KRAMER,

HENRY

A.

Vice

Present

GEERDS, Secretary-Treasurer.

Tit

Comrade Albert Arens is chairMILES’ DECREE BACKED
man of the entertainment and
IN SUPREME COURT lunch committee. Get your gang
together,Al, and make them work.
• • a
The decree of Judge Fred T.
The Fifth District will hold
Miles in Allegan county circuit
court, nwardineRichard J. Reedy, their regular Fall meeting at
of Holland,$4,o00 damages against Grand Haven on Friday, October
Ray Goodin, also of Holland, was 7th at 7:30 P. M. at the Eagleaffirmedyesterday by the state Su- Ottawa recreationrooms on USpreme Court.
31. District - Committeeman C. A.
Reedy sued Goodin on the Byrne is calling the meeting and
ground the latter struck him with there will be fish— for all. Reports
an automobile while he was fixing on the national legion convention
a gasolinepump at the Westgate which was held recentlyin Los Anand Reynoldsfilling station,one geles, Calif., will be given, accord-

.

Holland City Depositors Corporation

'

AMERICAN
LEGION

cock, a graduate of Grand Haven
high school was prominent in athetic and scholastic activities,and
now employed at the Challenge
Machinery company. He is a director of the Junior Chamber of Commerce. Mrs. Babcock was born in

of the Grand Haven schools.

tage on Lake Michigan.

Certificates of indebtedness

'

bus-

City.

Notice is hereby given to holders of

W

111’

cludes 14 west Michigan counties.
I^well J. MeDQugal of Central
nigh school is executive secretary
of the region, succeeding Lester C.
Doerr, who resignedthis year after
many years in this position.
Others officers are: Vice chairman, A. A. Kaechele,Allegan; sec£Ury. Marjorie Graham, Carson

NOTICE
able for distribution on Oct.
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

SSSSSSKSSSSSSSSS
The H. J. Hdns Co. has filed
applicationfor a building permit
callingfor constructionof a new
building at an estimated cost of
$10,000. The building,which will
replace the company's No. 7 building, will be 144 x 148 feet of concrete block, stefe) and wood construction.R. F. Ver Plank, 117
East 14th St, has also filed sn
applicationfor a building permit
to remodel and repair his home
with frame constructionand asphalt roofing; cost, $600.

LOCAL KeWS*
The Men's Brotherhood of Fourth
Reformed church met in the church
yurlors. Derotions were in charge
of the Her. Henry Van Dyke and
the program was in charge of J.
Havfnga. A discussionwas held in
connectionwith a questionbox. Albertos Van Dyke played a violin
solo, accompanied by Rev. Van
Dyke. Two selectionswere sung
by a girls’ trio composed of Betty
Speet, Eleanor Mever and Vera

But

It’s

True

•Hum TamummiBASiBNU PiWeff,
N Fl</ BULL

smm
M
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The annual business meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Jonn Gioothaak
the Sunday school teachers and and children,Katherine and Gorofficers of First Reformed church don, have changed their place of
was held in the church parlors. The residence from Montello Park to
following officers were elected: the north side, where they have a
Walter Vender Haar, superintend- new home.

Word was

received yesterday by

Mr. and Mrs. John

Breen, 245
West 16th St, of the birth of a
son on Sept 30 to Mr. and Mrs.
E. H. Smith, missionariesin Lupwe, Nigeria, West Africa. The
child,named Paul Edgar, was bom
in Mkar, Africa, which is the
nearest hospital to their station.
The Smiths returned to their field
early this spring after having
spent a furlough in Holland of
about six months. Their first child,
bom in Africa, Alyce Jean, is at
present staying with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Breen.
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HM Become oovmnom of entf
Miss Clare Marie Witteveen,age
ONE OF TH£ /3 OMMQCplMIES.
24, died Monday evening at the
Vi
home of her sister, Mrs. Anthony
Peerbolte, 600 Van Raalte Ave.,
following an attack of heart failHu/mu Be in 6$
ure. Ti\e body was removed to
m/e loxceR
Langeland’s Funeral home. Private
evHeN THetf
funeral serviceswere held yesterN*e UBjecno
day at 1:30 p. m. from the resiTo WONQi.
dence and at 2 p. m. from Ninth
St. ChristianReformed church,
A s fears of
with the Rev. N. Monsma officiatANT FOUND
ing. Burial was in Pilgrim Home
in oeoeotN
cemetery. Miss Witteveen was born
<NRM THC
in Park township to Mr. and Mrs.
Sflo/tesOF EUN6I
Jacob Witteveen on April 10, 1914.
UUDfdOQOUHP
She was a member of Ninth St.
fnp ter THem
Christian Reformed church. Before
gmn BeroRe
ill health forced her retirement, she
USING THem
was employed as a stenographer at
FOR FOOD,
the Holland Furnace Co. She was
tJ'Yr’ <An'
C WNl! 5*nrtf«
a graduate of Holland High school.
Survivors are the father, Jacob
Witteveen; three sisters,Mrs. Peerbolte and Mrs. Marjorie Topp, both
of Holland; and Mrs. Gerald Nykerk of Milwaukee; and one broth- r Medical people have toend .‘hat (hr Amerkan death rale fell tbarpiy during the drprrsaion,(hal It did Um
ne thins i.uiing the pin.ca oi 1SS3 and 1907. Mudies of in^lvldrala have led to the tame conclusions.
er, Jack Witteveen, of Holland.

:0

Wr:

At a meeting of the Women’s

Athletic club, the followingofficers
for the coming year were elected
Stanley Hudzik, 28, residingon
Mrs. Frieda Pommerening,president; Mrs. Bessie Kammeraad, vice the North Side, pleaded guilty to
president; Miss Amy Potter, secre- a charge of failing to report an
tary; Mias Ruth Costing, treas- automobile accident within 48
urer; Mrs. Viola Brondyke, cor- hours on his arraignmentSaturrespondingsecretary and treasurer. day afternoon before Justice of

Yean

Mrs. B. N. Bouman, 82, died it
noon Saturday at the home of her
daughter and son-in-law,Mr. and
Mn. Harry J. Plaggemars,666
State St.
Mrs. Bouman was born in The

Netherlandsand came to

Mr. and Mrs. Bemie Rosendahl
Atman, accompaniedby I-ois At- and family attended the wedding
man. Following a short business of their niece and cousin, Miss Heymeeting, refreshments were served. boer, in Benton Harbor recently.

ent: Charles Kuyers, assistant superintendent ; Bernard Rosendahl,
secretary; Dick Van Tatenhove,
treasurer. Mrs. James Wayer gave
an address on the subject“Evaluating Ourselves and Our Task.”
Refreshmentswere served by
teachers of the senior department.
About 60 were present. •

________

Mrs. Plaggemars
Dies at 82

‘ioaws
•

•

COURTEOUS • SERVICE

We know

our customers don't wish to submit to em*
banumbg investigationssows otter a Personalised

this

country 44 years ago. She and her
husband resided in East Samgatuck
for severalyears before coming to
Holland 19 years ago. Mr. Bouman
died 14 years ago.
Surviving are 12 children, Nicholas of Big Rapids,John of Grand
Rapids, Cornelius, Anton and
FYank of Holland, Mrs. K. Breen
of Grand Rapids, Mrs. H. J. Plaggemars, Mrs. L. Terpstra, Bert
Bouman, Mias Clara Bouman, Mrs.
G. Vanden Beiw and Mrs. A. Branderhorst, all of Holland; 48 grandchildren; 18 great grandchildren,
and a slater in The Netherlands.
Funeral services were held Tuesday at 2 p. m. from the Plaggemars home. The Rev. N. J. Monsma, pastor of the Ninth St. Christian Reformed church, officiating.
Interment took place in East Saugatuck.

FRIENDLY

Btsat]

Loon Sendee designedto provide quick cash loans
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever.

• HOW YOU CAN OH

LOAN

A

Your car (it need not be paid ior>-pei»ooal prop,
ertr— your own signature are ample security. Any-

one— married or dngle— with a steady Income can
use this eon* dignified, private plan to secure
needed extra cash. Check over your money —ede
then come in and tedk i! over.

1

1

HOLLAND LOAN ASS’N
M W.

8th SL. 2nd floor.Phone 3175
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The Senior class of Holland
Christian High jehool entertained
the freshmen at a party in the
school Friday evening. Activities
opened with a get-acquaintedgame
with ail attending collecting autographs. Refreshments were served
after which a motion picture film
entitled “Our Gang” was shown by
William Pott. The freshmen wore
green bow ties, A lie-detector test
was conducted by Marvin Vander
VI lew.
few selections were
played by Leonard Ver Schure and
Alvin Piers. Richard De Bidder,
senior class president,was chairman.

A

:

Peace John Galien and was assessed
Retiring officers are Mrs. Xeda a fine of $10 and costs of $4.16. He
Poppema, president; Mrs. Mary paid the total of $14.15. The comAnn Fogerty, vice president;Mrs. plaint was sworn to by Deputy
Lokers, secretary,and Mrs. Lois Sheriff William Van Etta, who
Van Oosterhouttreasurer. They made the arrest. It was alleged
will be presented with gifts next that Hudzik’s car figured in an
Tuesday. Miss Mabel Apel is the accident on U.S.-31,some four or
five miles north of Holland,on the
instructor.
early morning of Sept. 26 in which
The Rev. H. P. De Pree, mis- he and an unidentified woman sufsionary to China, who is on a fered injuries which requiredmedileave of absence, Mrs. De Pree cal attention.Deputy Sheriff Van
and children, Caroline and David, Etta said Hudzik informed him the
who have been making their home accidentoccurred when he lost conat 18 East 16th St., left Friday trol of his car while driving it in
for Princeton,N. J., where Dr. De a southerly directionon the highPree will take a course of study. way and that it crashed into a
En route they stopped at Birming- ditch. Failure to report automobile
ham, Mich., to visit their daughter, accidentswithin 48 hours is a vioMrs. Lloyd Chapman. Harold De lation of a state law, the officer

Forty-three delegates from Holland attended the state convention
of the Junior Red Cross in Grand
Rapids Saturday. They left the city
hall at 7:30 o’clock in the morning
and were taken by bus to the Fountain St. Baptist church. They attended the convention in the morning from 9 to 12 o’clock. Dinner
was served in the assembly room
of the church. In the afternoon
some of the local delegates went
on a sight-seeingtour through the
city while others were free to do
as they pleased. They left Grand
Rapids about 3:15 o’clock. The local delegation included Billy
Reeves, Jane Ash, Leona Overbeek,
Marjorie Nyenhuis, Gretchen Jellema, Juaneta Kalman, PhyllisDe
Roos, Kenneth Loew, Barbara

AUTHORS WILL MEET
POTATO BLIGHT DAMAGES
AT WARM FRIEND
OTTAWA COUNTY “SPUDS’
TAVERN SATURDAY
late blight, probably one of the

At the autiynn meeting of the most serious potato diseases,has
Michigan Authors’ association, to struck many potato fields in Ottabe held at the Warm Friend Tavern wa county, according to L. R.
tomorrow (Saturday), Dr. E. D. Arnold, agriculturalagent The
disease spreads rapidly in cool,
Dimnent of Hope college, is schedmoist weather. The fungus spreads
uled to be named presidentfor the bv means of spores. A few affected
coming year. Mr. Dimnent has plants will furnish spores enough
served the association as vice- to cause the entire field to be
affectedwithin a few days when
president the past two years and
weather conditionsare right. Late

• • •
Miss Mae Nagelkerk, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Nagelxerk,
118 West 17th St., and Henry
Veldheer,son of Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Veldheer, 84 East 17th St., were
united in marriage Thursday, Sept
29, at 4 o’clock at the home of um
Rev. Marinus Amoys, uncle of the
bride, in Grand Rapids. Both the
bride and bridegroomare graduates of Holland High schooT. Mr.
VeldheerIs employed by George
Bontekoe, Plumbing and Heating.
The bride is employed as a stenographer at Lemmen’shatchery. They
are

making their home

at 187

and

A
lyn Scholten, Thressa Covington,
series includes five numbers and Lois Timmer, Phyllis Victor, Shir- speak on “The Epic of Czechoslo- decay sets in. Under moist

one of exceptionalart and music.
ley Nienhuis, Jacquelyn Bos, and vakia.”
dent of the entertainingclass, Mrs. On Nov. 16 Harry Farbman, con- Dorothy Bratt.
Dr. Scott has been a student of
E. J. Walters.
short business cert violinist, who has made two
Czech history since the middle of
meeting was held.
sextet of appearances in Holland, will return.
the World war. Because of her
women of the Maple Ave. church Tne annual rendition of Handel’s The newly elected officers of the

A

tang two selections, “He Cares for
You,". Palmer, and “Lord With
Glowing Heart I Praise Thee,”
Nevin. An outstanding feature of
the program was a reading by Mrs.
George E. Kollen entitled,“An
Arab Consults a Missionary Doc
tor.” Mrs. Peter Slagh closed

with prayer. During the

social

hour, Mrs. Walters presented Mrs.
Kollen with a basket of flowers.
Refreshments were served by the
Maple Ave. class.

Miss Grace Schreur, who spent
the sqmmer months at the home
of her father, Henry Schreur,West
18th St, has returned to Cumberland universityin Lebanon, Tenn

.

to take un her studies in voice
with Mrs. Jeanette Kremer, who is
well known in this city. Due to her
return to Tennessee, Miss Schreur
has had to decline many invitations
to sing in Holland.

Vernon Brown, Republican state
representative and candidate for
auditor general, spoke last week
Thursday evening at a meeting in
Warm Friend Tavern ballroom
under the auspices of the Young
Republicanclub. He stated that
“the campaign fight of the Republican party is to restorethe state
government to the people, who must
support it.” At the meeting a committee was appointed to make ar
rangements for a dinner.

Ottawa County Road Commission, 6th and Adamu
Streets,

Grand Haven, Michigan,

Standard Time, Thursday, October 13, 1938, for the
following equipment:

Two

l,/^-2 ton trucks with cab,

is

conditions complete rotting of the potato
may take place. In cases where the
blight has struck it would be advisable to dig the potatoes to escape
the danger of losing all of them.

Dykens, John Jansen, Gerard Van
Kalken, Hugh Groff, John Meyering, Leonard Baron, and Misses

Martha Blauw, Hilda
Cornelia Boven,

Further information may be obtained at the
of the

The right

is

reserved to reject any or

OTTAWA COUNTY ROAD COMMISSION

Scholten,

Gertrude

By Lewis W. Reghel,
Deputy Clerk.
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Ambulance Service
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Today's swit

.

boards are like the busy, well-regulated intersections

ing traffic day and night
This trafficof speech has grown until now an
of

A Movable Feast
The latest time and labor saving
devicestor the boms In a score of
dent drudgery. . The tasks of the countrleeare regularlyassembled
for comparisonand Inapoctlon at the
housekeepethave been aclenllflcally
Leipzig Fair, which serves as •
solved. Time and labor saving declearingbouae for naw inventions.
vices now available by the average More tbaa 400 exhibits of household
housewife would have teemed black furnitureand equipment eomprlfr
magic a generation ago.
log thousands of new devicesare
In the newest scientifickitchens regularlydemonstrated.Since the
the labor of many handa Is peri Fair la attended by- buyers. from
formed by Ingenfoueelectrical de- se venCy-four countries. Including
vice* Fruits and vegetables ar* the United States, new Inventions
quickly cleaned, pared and alloed by quickly find their way to the farnlmbla mechanicalAugers. The mod- thest corners o: the world. The
ern stove la controlledby electric photograph above shows ops of the

^

Holland, Michigan

time the telephone switchboards of Mi<

the most crowded motor highways, throngedwith

V YP

Bank

•

were like sleepy country crossroads.

highway

~

tfHdm
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USUALLY FINDP
fliE DETDOP.
MUCH R0U6HEE
THAN THE

1 1

Spttd mi

Once upon
or

for other pur-

Peoples State

Ttu M*Urn Um$ DUtmm
SmHtkhtmi It a Marml at

Mrs. Janies T. Kiomparens, 616
State St., with her mother, Mrs.
P. Barr of Zeeland, have returned
after spending a few days in Chicago.

poses using a car as collateral.

Member

all bids.

here.

LOANS
or to borrow

office

Road Commission.

1

• •

used car

body and hoist

One coupe in exchange for one panel body Dodge car:

and
interest in the subject she was
Marion Wiersma, Orma and GerThird
Church
Adult
Choir
are
Mrs.
“Messiah”will be presented Dec.
granted a fellowshipby the Czech Such digging should be delayed t r u d e Schrotenboer, Antoinette
13. Several outstanding artists will David Pribyl, president; Miss Eliz- government for further study at until soil i$ fairly well dried on Tien, Katheryn Hulst, Della Busassist the Holland Civic chorus and abeth Williamson, vice president; Charles university, Prague, for the surface. The tuber should be cher, Bessie W o 1 e r s , Mildred
the Hope college chapel choir. This George Hyma, secretary; Miss Bea- year 1927-28.
allowed to dry in the field on a Schrotenboer, Ten a Versendaal,
concert will be free. The lyric so- trice Geerlings, treasurer; Miss
While there Dr. Scott learned bright day, then placed in a dry, Julia and Ruth Kvorka, Grace
prano, Catherine Van Buren, will Lois Knooihuizen, librarian. New
enough of the difficultCzech lan- cool storage of a temperature of Glaauw, Betty Koeman, Johanna
appear Jan. 18. She has been affili- officers of the Ladies’ Adult Bible
guage to make some use of histori- around 40 degrees F. Development Scholten, Juha and Wilma Blyclass
of
the
same
church
are:
Mrs.
ated with Fisk university four
cal documents in her study. She of rot in storage will depend much stra, Francis Wolters, Alice Becksyears and has been on several uni- A. Oosterhof, president; Mrs. J.
upon humidity and temperature fort, Trudy Menken, Johanna Van
visited every section of the counversity music faculties. On Feb. Van Zomeren, vice president;Mrs.
maintained. Leaving the potatoes Dyke, Sena and Grace Alferdink,
try
and
talked
with
all
classes
of
16 the Chamber Opera trio will R. Wiggers, secretary;Miss Kate
people,particularlywith Germans in the field until wet weather ar- Marjorie De Pree, Jean, Josie and
present operaticnumbers. The trio Ver Meulen, treasurer.The Men’s
and other of the minority groups. rives is inviting total loss of crop. Louise Holtgeerts,Lydia Arens,
Brotherhood
have
an
entirely
new
is composed of Elizabeth Kerr,
Helen and Esther Walters, MarHer investigationscarried her on
slate
of
officers:
I.
T.
Schuppert,
Robert Long and Raymond Koch.
garet Plasman and Gertrude Plaaextended
trips
into
surrounding
The final number will be given president; T. Kuiper, vice presiA surprise birthday party was man.
March 1 by the Augustanacollege dent; D. Oosting, secretary; F. countries as far as Smyrna in Asia held at the home of Mrs. Harold
• • •
Minor.
choir of 60 voices under the direc- Beeuwkes, assistant; M. Oudemool,
Schaap on West 20th St. Friday
Miss
Ada
Dykstra, daughter of
Dr. Scott had four talks with afternoon.The affair was in honor
tion of Prof. Henry Veld. The treasurer: S. De Boer, assistant;
Lewis Dvkstra, of 304 West 15th
choir is rated as one of the greatest Charles De Boer, clerk; J. Koer- the late President Masaryk and of Mrs. William Mokma, Mrs. H.
St., Holland, whose marriage to
on£
with
Dr.
Edward
Benes,
who
is
college units in the United States. noelje, assistant;Ela Arnold, liKraght and Mrs. Richard Van Vu- William Kuhlman will take place
now president of the republic. ren, whose birthday anniversaries this Saturday, Oct. 8, was honored
brarian.
Since her return to America she take place the 3rd, 4th and 6th of
at two miscellaneousshowers reA tramp, giving his name as Leo
has kept in close touch with friends
The annual meeting of the Con- there and some of them have been October,respectively. A two-course cently. One was given by Mrs. ErRodrigues, 26, of French nationlunch was served by the hostess, vin Pommerening and Mrs. John
ality, was sentenced to serve 10 sistorial Union of the churches of
her guests here. She is a member Mrs. B. Speet and Mrs. Schaap.
days in the Ottawa county jail at Holland will be held at Trinity
of the American institute in Those present were Mesdames A. Daining at the latter’shome Friday
night. Refreshmentswere served,
Grand Haven this forenoon by Jus- church on Tuesday evening, Oct. 11, Prague and to the Masaryk instiSpeet, Don Mokma, William Mok- games were played and prizes
tice Nicholas Hoffman, Jr. Rodri- at 7:30. The committeehas artute
ffl
ma, G. De Witt, J. tiesma, J. Mok- were awarded to Mrs. Albert Daingues, who pleaded guilty to a ranged to have the Rev. Leonard
Dr. Dimnent will also give a ma, G. De Witt, J. Tietsma,J. Mok- ing, Mrs. Bernard Van Der Water
charge of vagrancy, was arrested Greenway of Grand Haven give the
Monday in tne alley behind the address on "Evangelism.”This talk but his subject has not yet Cumerford, Jerry Mokma and Miss and Mrs. Arthur Daining. Those
announced. *».
Music
ucc«. iuhivuiiicu.
uoiv will be pro- Betty Speet. Others invited were present were Mesdames W. Eskes,
Holland theatre. When searched by meeting is open to all members of been
the arrestingofficer,a glass cutter the Great Consistoryas well as all vided by the department of music Mrs. H. Mokma, Mrs. B. Swiers H. Griffen, C. Van Nuil, L. La Huis,
I and Mrs. R. Sprick.
J. Van Kampen, Sr., M. Newhouse,
and flashlightwas found on his present consistorymembers. An- of Hope
B. Van Der Water, Albert Daining,
person, Police Chief Frank Van Ry nual reports and election of officers
Arthur Daining, B. Westerhof and
said. The transient said he had will be the order of the day.
the Misses Mary Reka Van Der
served previous jail sentences. The
Wall, Marv Garveling and Josepolice chief reported his fingerAmong those from Holland to
phine Lambers. The other shower
prints were taken and will be sent
was held at the home of Mrs. Berto the FBI at Washington, D. C. attend the Michigan-Michigan State
game in Ann Arbor Saturday, were
nard Van Der Water Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Randall C. Bosch,
night. A two-course lunch was
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Butler, Mrs.
served and games were played,
J. D. French and son, Jack, Mr.
prizes going to Mrs. John Daining,
and Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes, Mr. and
Mrs. R. Doyen, Mrs. E. PommerMrs. Ed Nyland, Mr. and Mrs.
ening and Mrs. Russell Kuhlman.
Merrick Hanchett, Mr. and Mrs.
Others present were Mrs. H. KuhlFrank Lievense, Frank, Jr., Don
man, Mrs. H. Temple, Mrs. D.
and Tommy Lievense,Carl Marcus,
Brandt, Mrs. J. Dykstra, Miss Jean
Rep. and Mrs. Nelson Miles, Mr.
Brandt, Miss Hazel Veiling, Miss
and Mrs. Raymond L. Smith, D.
Jean Maat, Miss Genevieve KuhlJapinga, Thomas Van Zanten, Stuman and Mrs. B. Van Der Water.
art A. Boyd, David Boyd, and
Henry- S. Maentz.

assist in the purchase

dump

complete, in exchange for two used 1/^-2 ton trucks.

AUTOMOBILE

To

Eastern

until 9 a. m.,

Wallace

Western

A

the

office of

should

annual

Mrs. D. Zweir led devotions.A
welcome was given by the presi-

Sealed proposals will be received at the

West

20th St., upstairs.
will be graduated to the presidency
blight may be looked for in any
• • •
according to custom. The term of
session when July is wet with cool
Mrs. Henry Meyering was hostoffice of Dr. George Sprau of Kalanights followed by moderate or
mazoo will end at this meeting. heavy rainfall in August The ess at a surorise aluminum shower
James Schermerhornof Detroit is blight struck many fields in the in honor of her daughter, Retta,
Cady, Helen Bronsma, Mary Ann the association’snominee for the
who will become the bride of John
county about 10 days a^o. Mr. Ar- Jansen in the near future.Games
Inderbitzen,Dick Thomson, Ken- vice-presidency.
nold
tound
one
field which on Satneth Van Tatenhove, Shirley Harwere played
prizes were
The gathering at the tavern will
the awarded to Mrs. William Garverigan, Elaine Dekker, Norman be in the nature of a dinner meet- urday had been gp-een.
followingTuesday it was a field of link, Miss Dorothy Tinholt, Sena
Switek, Ruth Koop, Frances Dyking. Members from many sections brown, dead plants. Spraying or
Pree, another son, left Friday for stated.
ema, Harold Ten Cate, Esther Peof the state are expected to be dusting is recommendeo, but such Alferink and Julia Blystra. A twoChicago to enter the Rush Medical
course lunch was served. The honterson, Julia Hoffman, Allan Miles,
here. There will be a program in practice
be continuous ored guest was presentedwith
The
Holland
Choral
union,
in
achooT
Jim Lamb, Erwin Lugers, Margorie
addition
to
the
business
throughout
the
growing
season.
conjunctionwith the Hope college Scholten, Janet Hers, Jean Van
gifts. Those who participatedin
More than 226 women attended music department, will present the Tatenhove, Lorraine Victor, Junior meeting.
Fortunately many of the affected the shower were Mesdames L. Tima meeting of the Federation of season’s first program Oct. 26, Pruis, Stanley Van Liere, Kenneth Dr. Nancy Scott, of the social fields had approached maturity and mer,
Boeve, Andrew
Women’a Adult claaaea In Maple when the MichiganSymphony or- Etterbeek, Vera Atman, Harold sciencedepartmentof
potatoes were of good size. These Boeve, Walter Hoek, Harold LubAve. Christian Reformed church. chestra of Grand Rapids will ap- Jordon, Lois Van Ingen, Lorraine State Teachers’ college,who has potatoes, however, may suffer from bers, Clarence Volkers, Nicholas
Mrs. Margaret Markham, president pear in Hope Memorial chapel. The Spint, Betty Vander Wege, Caro- for many years made a special the blight. The tubers are usually Wiggers, James Walters, William
of the federation,presided, and concert program for the 1938-39
study of the Czech people, will attached.
moist, firm type of Garvelink, Harold Streur, William
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Notice to Bidders

TO-DATE Inrentlonahare

lleved housekeepingof

travel over
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many new

The
Ingenious travellingttble make*
features this ysar.

possible to prepareand serve meals
and refreshmentsIn every corner of
the house.

day
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about 2250 every minute

Michigan Bell lincav It

is

the efficiency of

.

.

I

modern equipment developed by Bell System

Ua an

push buttons. Sclentlflccleanliness
la assured by many forma of auto:
matle scraping, sciubbing and polishing devices controlledpy the
touch oi the finger.

3^00,000calls a

and manufacturingskill

.

.

,

together with the

highly trained telephone employees
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work

that enables

to direct each message along the right road to ita
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tion . . . without confusionand without delay—
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The Probate Court for the CounSTATE OF MICHIGAN
ty of Ottawa.
The Probate Court for the CounMrs. Albeit Sjaarda,70, died FriAt a session of said Court, held ty of Ottawa.
day at her home, two miles east of
At a session of said Court, held
Jamestown,following a lingering at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on at the Probate Office in the City of
illness.Surviving are the husband;
the
16th
day
of
Sept,
A.
D.,
1938.
Grind
Haven iiTthe said” County.
two daughters, Mrs. Peter Sets of
. PrJB«nt» Hon. .Cora Vande Wa- on the 20th day of September,
September. A.

service given on dead or disabled 0TcHiIhw£hL™J^hI,-

STATE OF MICHIGAN

«
“ ^

The Probate Court

BRIDES:—

to obtain office work. Has had two
years of typing and shorthand,
rthai
and one year of bookkeeping;
eepir
also
office experience.
srfen

for ths

Comi-

horses and sows. Notify us
ty of Ottawa.
Mr. and Mrs. John Buih of Rural
Promptly. Phone 9746, collect
Route No. 6 celebratedtheir 17th
B, arra.,..™. w«k a N„ Tart .
HOLLAND RENDERING WORKS.
wedding anniversary at a party
some
Wednesday evening in their home.
Bata w* ara abla to tak. rkar,. .»)«$,
Write box J c/o News.
A two-coureeliyich was served and
1938.
a gift was presented.
seen ted. The ev<
evening
all detaib. from outfitting the bride
LUMBER BARGAINS
Present, Hon. Com V«nOe Watwas spent in singing hymns.
hymns, AtD- 1938.
•mlock. Rough
Hamloek,
Roiuk or
or <thou*!.
th. ubta Call BriJ.'. er, Judge of ProbBtt.
tending the affi
affair
iffair were Mr.
Mr. and Stan of,GJin?Sk.t .nrt
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa,n
of lhe
1x6, 2x8, 2x10 — 180.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Mrs. ---Bert Van
— Dis and —
fami
lily,
ter, Judge of Probate.
Mated*!? OM^re^llS.t’JrJJ'oki shn
eating,
... $30.00,
----- Shir
JpUp, $30.00. {terries.
Jennie Dnbbink, Deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Van Dis
In the Matter of the Estate of Batteries and other Junk. Beat ‘
Boardi, rough, $34.00.
Fred P. Kleft having Hied in
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van
Henry Van VeMea, Deceased. market price; also feed and sugar
of ,f.7d 'Jr
Gat oar prices on Barn ihlntles
ROSE CLOAK 8TORB
aaid Court hla final administration
Dis and family, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry day at 1:30 p. m. at the home and f?” S?
It appearing to the court that bags.
and rough Hamloek and wn.te
account, and hia petitionpraying
Hulat and family. Others invited at 2 p. m. in the Jamestown Chris- ju-LnLi***™
MUt* there n the time for presentationof claims
pine Barn Boards. Anythingyw
for the allowance thereof and for
were Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Martin tian Reformed church. The Rev. ae*er?D*»*
OVtttV
VtvvttT
against said estate should be limtTTtTTTWtTt
\ Expires Oct. 15—17540
want In Yellow Pine, White Pine
It is Ordered.Thatthe 18th day ited, and that a time and place be
the assignment and 'ditribution of
of Fennville.
H. Dykhuis will officiateand burial
STATE OF MICHIGAN
and Fir lumbor at lowest prices.
of October A. D., 1938, at ten o'- appointed to receive, examine and
Mid estate.
s a s
will be in Jamestown cemetery.
We deliver anywhere.
clock in the forenoon,at said Pro- adjust all claims and demands
The Probate Court for the CounIt is Ordered, That the 18th day
The following officers were
• • •
All Types of Insolation.
ty of Ottawa.
of October, A. D., 1988, at ten o'Lambert G. Brower, 66, proprie- bate Office, be and {a hereby ap- against said deceased by and beelected at a meeting recentlyheld
Rolhuia Lumber and Mfg. Co.
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ing said account and hearing Mid
sent their claims to said court at
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show cause why a license to sell the said Probate Office on or before the 1938.
petition:
Barnes, secretary, and Mrs. Ed Brower, pastor of Calvary ReExpires Oct. 8
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Judge of Probate
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A true copy:
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Register of Probate
Harthom, J. A. Beverwyk, R.
Judge of Probate.
West 7th St. No. 2 Sewer
said city on Wednesday, October Grand Haven. Ottawa County, That the additionalliability imStreur, R. Van Dyck, F. Bowman,
A true copy;
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under
the
19,
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to
review
Michigan, on the 19th day of SepTO: Grand Rapids Motor ExA. Jaarda, H. Klieman, B. WeighHarriet Swart,
day for Lambert G. Brower, 65,
n revisions of this section in any
said assessments,at which time and tember, A.D., 1938.
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mink, and Misses Ruby, Edna and
Register of Probate!
press
Co.,
Associated
Truck
Lines.
who died last week Saturday mornPresent:Hon. Fred T. Miles, bank organized and existing under
Mabel Weighmink, Henrietta and ing at his home. Surviving Mr. Elmdale Ct and 26th St Sewer place opportunity will be given to
or governed by the provisions of
all persons interested to be heard. Circuit Judge.
Expires Nov. 12
THIS NOTICE JO OUR DEPOSIHelena Weighmink, Gertrude Brower are the widow; a son, Rev.
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MORTGAGE
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On reading and filing the bill of this act shall not apply with re- TORS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
Quickie,Myrtle Liiman, Pearl
spect to shares of stock issued by
Harry Brower of Grand Rapids; TO: Ray E. Nies, Wm. Nies, AugOSCAR PETERSON,
Default haring been made In the
complaint in said cause and the afTHE PROVISIONS OF THE
Drenten, Dorothy Sandy, Marguea brother, Egbert of Drenthe; and
any
such
bank
after
July
twentyCity Clerk. fidavit of Nelson A. Miles, filed
ust Kasten, Brink Lumber Yard,
MICHIGAN FINANCIAL INSTI- conditions of certain mortgages
rite Williams, Alice and Janet
two sisters,Mrs. Riendert Van
one. nineteen hundred thirty-three:
Dated: September 29, 1938.
signed snd executed by Carl Shaw
herein, from which it satisfactorily
Douma, Jeanne and Marie Har- Haitsema of Drenthe and Mrs. Wilma Beukema, Herman Brower,
TUTIONS ACT
2 ins. — September29, and Octo- appears to the Court, that the de- Provided further, That the addiand Eva L Shaw, his wife, as folthom and Marguerite Veltman.
Titus Van Haitsma of Jamestown. Bor & White, Bernard De Pree, ber 6, 1938.
fendant* above named or their un- tional liabilitv imposed under the Peoples State Bank, Holland, Mich. lows:
Marvin J. Tinholt, Rena Boven and
known heirs, devisees, legateesand provisions of this section upon
First: That mortgxge dated OcThe marriage of Miss Wilma
At a meeting of the Men’s Sociassisms,
are proper and necessary shareholders in any bank organJohanna
Kools,
Wm.
Brower,
Hol(Public Act No. 341. Acts 1937; tober 10, 1914. to Martin Dykema
Ruth Meengs, daughter of Mr. and ety of the North St Christian
ized and existing under or governof Holland. Mrchirnn, as mortparties defendant in the above enExpires Nov. 5
Mrs. William Meengs, and Leonard Reformed church the following offi- land Christian Schools, Egbertus
ed by the provisionsof this act Senate Enrolled Act No. 67, Sen- gagee, recorded on October 13,
titled cause, and;
ate Bill No. 2.)
piepenhoret,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
tv son of Mr. and Mrs. cers were elected: Abel Mannes, Stegink,John Wesscldyke, Arthur
shall cease on the effective date of
1914, In Liber 111 of Mortgagee,
It further appearing that after
In the Circuit Court for the
Martin Diepenhorst of Noordeloos, president; Richard Walcott, vice Alderink.
this act, but only as hereinPage 531, In the officeof the Regdiligent search and inquiry it can
Sec.
59.
Liability
of
ShareholdCounty
of
Ottawa.
was solemnized at the home of the president;Ray Schaap, secretary;
West 21st St. No. 4 Sewer
not be ascertained,and it is not after provided with respect to all ers. The shareholders of every ister of Deeds of Ottawa County;
bride’s parents in Vriesland. The Albert Vanden Brink, treasurer;
In Chancery.
“ mortnge waa duly
which said
known, whether or not said defen- shares issued nrior to Julv twenty- bank shall be individuallyliable, and•whi<‘
Rut. E. E. Heeren of Vriesland of- Lewis Mannes, assistant secretaryTO: Peoples State Bank, H. Van
Notice of Sale.
one, nineteen hundred thirtv-three
_____
_ on
ed
te
Albert H;
Meyer
dants
are
living
or
dead,
or
where
ficiated and the Rev. S. Fopma of treasurer.
Grand Rapids Trust Company, a
Null, Siebolt Walters, Joe Forsten.
by any bank which shall have equally and ratably,and not one October 25, 1919, by. uaignment
Noordeloos, closed with prayer.
Michigan Corporation,Trustee, any of them mav reside if living, been transacting the business of for another, to satisfy the obliga- recorded in said Registerof Deeds’
East 7th Street Sewer
and, if dead, whether they have
Hie double ring ceremony was
Plaintiff vs. Manufacturers FounMr. and Mrs. Henry Kleis acbanking on June four, nineteen tions of said bank to the amount office on October 14, 1920, in LiTO: Pere Marquette Rv. Co., Mrs. dry Company, a Michigan Corpor- personal representativesor heirs
used. Vows were exchanged in a companied their son, George, to
hundred thirty-five, such liability of their atock at the par value ber 97 of Mortgages, Page 454;
living
or
where
they
or
some
of
setting of green vines and salmon Valparaiso, Ind., where he will W. Feikema, Frank Feikema. Hen- ation, William Arendshorstt Isaac
shall be deemed to have ceased as thereof, in addition to the said and which said mortgage was duly
ry Buursma, Seids Vander Ploeg, Kouw, Esther A. Nystrom, John them may reside, and further that of June 4. 1935, as to all deposits stock; but persons holding stock
'ink gladioli.A wedding bell which attend the Dodge institute.
assigned to Fred Ter HMr and
the present whereabouts of said deWalter T. Victor.
> bride’s parents had used 25
Arendshorst, Holland Lumber and
made in and as to all who became ns executors,administrators,guar- Mary Ter Haar. his wife, or to the
Dykema Court
r-irs ago was suspended from a
Supply Company, Edgar G. Land- fendants are unknown, and that the creditorsof such bank on or after dians, or trustees, and persons hold- survivor of either, on October 23,
Mr. and Mrs. A* H. De Groot, 228
names of the persons who are inwhite arch. Miss Evelyn Borr, cou- East Cherry St., announce the birth
TO: Home Furnace Co., Martin wenr, C. Vanden Heuvel, J. Fris, cluded therein without being nam- June four, nineteenhundred thirty- ing stock as collateralsecuri- 1922, by isslgnmentrecorded In
ty shall not be personally lixn of the bride, sang “Because,” of a daughter, Martha Ann, at the
Earnest C. Brooks, Henry Winter,
Kunen, John Pelon, August Schiped, but who are embracedtherein five. As respects any one who be- able as shareholders, but the said Register of Deeds’ office on
d’Hardelot, and “I Love You local hospital Sunday.
Paul Vander List, Selma C. Swift,
came
a
depositor
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creditor
of
October 26, 1922, in Liber 97 of
under the title of unknown heirs,
pa, J. H. Grebel.
Truly." Miss Beatrice Borr played
Morton ManufacturingCompany, devisees, legateesand assigns,can such a bank prior to June four, assets and funds in their Mortgages, Page 655.
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hands
constifuting
the
trust
shall
we Lohengrin bridal march. The
TAKE NOTICE, that the rolls Andrew Klomparens, Edward YeoMrs. Minnie Van Vooret,68, died
Second: That mortgage dated
be ascertained after diligent nineteen hundred thirty-five, such be liable to the same extent as the
bride, who wore a floor-length
mans, W. S. Shaw, E. S. Naylor, not
liability shall cease at such time
suddenly of a heart attack Sunday of the special assessments heretoApril 16, 1923, to Fred, Ter Haar
search and inquiry:
pwn of blue, satin, was attended morning at the home of her daugh- fore made by the Board of Asses- H. S. Shaw, C. W. Shaw, N. P. On motion of Nelson A. Miles, as to any such depositoror credi- testator, intestate, ward, or person and
Mary Ter Hear, his wife, or
interested in such trust funds would
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of
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David Van Ommen, 30 South Wall that part of the cost which the
DERED, that said defendants and consents thereto, and in any event and the person pledgingsuch land, Michigan, as mortgagees, rerose moire, also floor-length. The
Circuit Court for the County of
shall cease on July one, nineteen
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St. Funeral services were held yes- Council decided should be paid and
their unknown heirs, devisees, legstock shall be deemed the sharebride’s bouquet was made of calla
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for
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of
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OLIVE CENTER NEWS
and when provided,the termination
tranRact,Tn,f th; business of'^, 8nd attorney fees as provided
ning west along the south side of Michigan, described as follows,to
The Director of Conservation,
PAVING
---------- liability may
may
of such -additional
Z”) Jun‘' fnur- "'"eteen , jn srid mortgages;
wit:
having made a thorough investiganinth street, two hundred ninetythereafterbe accomplished as of a
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Rissalada tion relative to trapping of rac"Lot* 107-108 and 109 of Block
date sixty days subsequent to no©m Holland and Rena Ten Brink, coon in the Lower Peninsula,recTO: H O L C, Herman Mooi, six (296) feet; thence north six- 9 of Central Park Addition, tice in the manner provided herein. of June four, nineteen hundred
and said power of sale in said
bo from Holland, were recently ommends certain regulations.
which
heretofore
has
been
erty-six
(66)
feet;
thence
east
two
George Mooi Roofing Co., Henry
thirty-five,as to all, deposits
mortgagescontained,for the purstertained at the home of Mr. and
roneously
described
as
being
THEREFORE, the Conservation Piers, Ida Van Unen, Ben D. Mul- hundred ninety-six (296) feet;
HOLLAND STATE BANK. made in and a* to all who became pose of satisfyingthe sums due on
Block 11.”
n. Jack Nieboer.
thence south sixty-six(66) feet
creditors of such bank on or after
Commission, by authority of Act
said mortgages, the costs and
Holland, Michigan.
Nelson A. Miles,
The catechism classes for the 2:80, P. A. 1925, hereby orders that der, Adrian Van Iwaarden, Anna to the place of beginning.
June four, nineteen hundred thirtyAttorney for Plaintiff.
Member of Federal Deposit In- five As respectsany one who be- charges of said sale, and any taxes
people commenced Wednes- for a period of one year it shall Jaarda, First Protestant Reformed
Also Lots twelve (12), thirteen
and insurance premiums paid beevening in the chapel,
Business Address:
surance Corporation.
(13), fourteen (14), fifteen (15),
came a depositor or creditor of fore the date of said sale by the
-------- to trap *raccoon
tavwvia u.
W.D Church, Immanuel Church, John
be unlawful
in the
r. Albert Arnoldlnk is confined
Holland,
Michigan.
such
a
bank
prior
to
June
four,
Lower Peninsulanorth of the north Voss, Voss and Kurte, Essenburg sixteen (16), seventeen (17),
mortgagee,or assignee, the said
his home with a bruised shouleighteen (18), nineteen (19),
nineteen hundred thirty-five, such
line of T. 16 N. and west of Sagimortgages will be foreclosed by
received when he fell in the naw Bay exceptingfrom November Realty Co., Henry Ter Haar, Ralph
liability shall cease at such time
twenty (20), twenty-one (21),
Expires Oct. 15—16794
sale of the premises to the highest
‘ last week.
Vander Veen, Russel C. Reeve, twenty-two (22), twenty-three
as to any such depositoror credi15 to December 16, 1988, inclusive,
bidder at public auctionon. the 18th
the
Stars
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
. and Mrs. Lawrence Dams and south of the north line of T. Chas. B. McCormick,Peoples State
(23), and twenty-four (24) of
tor who expresslyor impliedly day of November, 1938, at two o’children called at the home of
East
Park
Subdivision,
all
located
consents
thereto,
and
in
any
event
The Probate Court for the Coun16 N. and east of Saginaw Bay, Bank, Ben H. Ten Cate, Frank
clock in the afternoon of said day,
father, Mr. Dick Dams, Sunshall cease on July one, nineteen
in the City of Holland,County of Moat beautifultribute to one de- ty of Ottawa.
includingall of Huron county, ex- Homstra, John L. Veltkamp,Bert
at the north front door of the
hundred
thirty-seven,
as
respects
Ottawa and State of Michigan. parted is the offeringthat expects At a session of said Court, held
cepting from December 1 to Decourt house in the City of Grand
ra. Gertrude Koetje was hostElzinga, Grace Dalman, Martin
Together with all the heredita- no reward Mve its own evidence at the Probate Office in the City of such a depositoror creditor, unless Haven, Michigan.
cember 15, 1988, inclusive.
at a miscellaneousshower Friments and appurtenances there- of lasting worth. Whether simple Grand Haven in the said County, such depositor or creditor files
.. ^Kited. sealed and ordered pub- Diekema, Johanna Van Klink, Joe
Said premises are described as
eyening at her home to honor
unto belonging or in any wise
lished this 16th day of June, 1938. Rosendale,J. Van Hoff, John Volon the 20th day of Sept, A. D., with the bank an express written follows:
i Minnie Mulder of Grand Rapor imposing in character, memorial 1938.
dissent
to
the
change
in
the
shareappertaining,
and
also
the
permaP. J. HOFFMASTER, kers, City of Holland.D. J. Te RolThe following described land
who will become the bride of
nent fixtures now located in or iroblems of yonrs become ours
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- holder’s liability as aforesaid. It
Director, Department of
and premiaes,situated in the City
Koetje next month. Mrs.
ler and all other persons interested.
shall
be
the
duty
of
the
bank
to
hereafter attached to and form- rom the day you consultns.
ter, Judge of Probate.
Conservation.
of Holland, County of Ottawa,
Knoll and Janet Knoll were
ing a part of said premises and
In the Matter of the Estate of post a copy of this section in a
Conservation Commission by:
.State of Michigan, viz: All that
the guests.
conspicuous place in such bank at
TAKE NOTICE:
the buildingsthereon.
W. H. LOUTIT,
Henry J- Smith, Deceased.
part of lota eleven and twelve in
. Harm Looman had the misThat the Roll of the specialasAlso,
Chairman.
Albert Stegengahaving filed in least thirty days prior to July one,
Block fourteen of the Southof losing a good milk cow
All the personal and mixed
sessment heretofore made by the
WAYLAND
OSGOOD
said Court his amended petition, nineteen hundred thirty-seven.As
west Addition to the City of Hoi
week.
respect*
banks
which
have
not
seBoard of Asseasors for the pur- property and assets of the Manpraying for license to sell the inland, which is bounded by a lint
: local Sunday School hat dispose of defraying that part of the
ufacturersFoundry Company,
E. J.
terest of said estate In certain real cured the express or Implied asbeginningat a point on the
ued for the season,
sent
of
depositors
and
creditors
coat which the Council decided and all property, both real and
estate therein described,
aouth line of said lot eleven,
few from this community atherein
provided
for,
a
copy
of
this
personal, wherever situate, now
should be paid and borne by special
It is Ordered, That the 25th day
one hundred fifty feet east from
CHIROPRACTOR
the annual Sunday School
Rovm
owned or hereafter acquired by
assessment for the constructionof
of October, A.D.. 1938, at ten o’- section of the law shall be sent,
the southwest corner of lot ten,
tion held at Holland last Office: Holland City State Bank
the Mid Manufacturers Foundry
clock In the forenoon,at said Pro- postage prepaid, to each depoeitor in said block fourteen. Running
Bonn: 10-1140 oa; 3-5 & 7-8 p.m.
and
creditor
of
said
bank
not
so
Company which is located at 810
bate Office, be and is hereby apthence east along the south line
HolCmd
. Henry Redder was in Grand 190 East 8th
uu nest ziBi direct irom maEast 8th Street, in the City of
pointed for hearing said petition, assenting at his last kndWn ad- of said lots, fifty feet. Thence
Phone 2905
ds Saturday.
dress
according
to
the
records
of
Pl« Ptoa Area, is now on file in Holland, Ottawa County, Michiand that all persons interestedin
north to the north line of said
‘ s Boers received severe bums
gan, where Mid personal properthe City Clerics office for public
said estate appear before said Mid bank not less than sixty days
!<* twelve. Thence west fifty
arm while employed at the
prior
to
July
one,
nineteen
huninspection.
ty can be inspected. AH of
Court, at Mid time and place, to
feet. Thence south to the place
J. Heins Co., in Coopersville
which property 1 shall offer for
Notice is hereby also given that
show cause why a license to sell dred thirty-seven. A copy, of this
of beginning. Said premisee are
Eye, Ear, Note and Throat
section of the law shall be publishsale at public vendue or auction
the Council and Board of Assessors
the interestof Mid estate in Mid
subject to easementfor use of
ed
once
each
week
for
a
period
of
Specialist
to
the
highest
bidder.
J
City of Holland will meet
real estate should not be granted;
* Pff***6.or driveway reserved
three
weeks
immediately
precedAll of the above describedpropat the Council rooms in said City
in deed given to John Van AlsIt is Further Ordered, That pubing July one, nineteen hundred
erties being located in the City of
lic notice thereof be given by pub*nd recorded in Liber 108,
0ctober 19»
thirty-seven.
If
the
bank
falls
to
Offtoa Hatn: Ml aja. 2-5 p.m. at 7:80 P. M. to
review said as- Holland, County of Ottawa, and
page 618, in Register’soffice.
lication of a copy of this order for
give
such
notice
and
publication
a*
Eveningjo—Saturday 7.-00 to 040 sessment at which time and place State of Michigan.
Dated August 24th, 1988..
three successiveweeks previous to
and when provided,the termination
’bmoo: Office
Rea. 2770 opportunity will be given to all
Dated: 9/28/88.
FRED TER HAAR,
said day of hMring, in the HoiFEVER and
of such additional liability may Surviving Assignee of Mortgagees,
J. Thomas Mahan,
persons interestedto be heard.
land
City
News,
a newspaper printthereafterbe accomplished as of a
HEADACHES WANTED 1935-36— Ford. Have
CircuitCourt Commissioner,
ed and circulated in said county.
1980 Ford tndor and cash— State
date sixty days subsequent to noBlock north and half block
OSCAR PETERSON,
doe to Colds
Michigan.
CORA VANDE WATER. tice in the manner -provided herein.
full particularsand beat price.
west of Warm Friend Tavern
John R. Dethmers,
Attorneys for Surviving AssignJudge of Probate.
Moat be in good condition. AdPEOPLES STATE BANK,
Dated: September29,
Attorneyfor Plaintiff,
of Mortg.*«,ta Sorrhti
PHONE
4284
A true copy:
dress Bog 200 Holland City 2 ins.— September29, and OctoHolland.
Michigan.
Business Address:
News.
Harriet
Swart,
Member of Federal Deposit Inber 6, 1988.
Holland, Michigan.
Business Address:
18 W. 7th St, Holland
Register of Probate.
surance Corporation.
Holland, Michigan.
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At ft meeting of ths Community member brought a guest and rePlayers held at the home of Rev.
snd Mn. I. Scherpenlsselast Mon- sponded to roll call by telling °f
day evening, the followingnew of- some summer experience.Three of
ficers were elected: president, Miss the county Federationofficerswere
Florence Lugten; vice president,
The program for the 1988 home- Elain Ashley; treasurer, Mr. Hen- present They IncludedMrs. Priebe
coming week-end of October 22 Is ry Strebbing; secretary, Harriet of Wayland, Mrs. Thom Palmer of
Plainwel! and
representative
already well under way under the Van Doornik. A community play
will be given some time next month from Hopkins. Mrs. Kibby presided
direction of co-chairmenGenne to be directedby Mrs. Scherpenis- and gave a short welcome inviting new members and explaining
Nafe and Bob Wishmeier.
the program for the year. Each of
A general welcome is planned for
Billing
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Billini
the Federationofficersgave a short
were
Sunday
dinner
guests
of
Mr.
the alumni on Friday, hut the hightalk. Mrs. Scherpenissethen favand Mrs.
in. Nettling at Saugatuck.
Stunt
light of the day comes with the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dangre- ored with two solos accompanied by
evening parade of floats snd the mond and Dr. and Mrs. Hamelink Miss Fannie Bultman on the piano.
Refreshmentswere served by the
succeeding meeting of pep around spent the week end in northern
committee in charge.
Michigan.
the bonflre. House snd dormitory
Mrs. H. W. Schutmaatand dauMr. and Mrs. Joa Lugten and
decorationswill be additionalcam- daughter, Lois, spent Sunday with ghter. Evelyn, spent Monday and
pus attractions.Cliff Marcus, Bob Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wolters at Hol- Tuesday with friends in Grand
Rapids.
Bonthius, and Virginia Ellisonare land.
Next Sunday is Rally Day in the
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and American Reformed church.A very
in charge of the open-air meeting
daughter, Connie Joy, were week special program is being prepared
while co-chairmen Nafe and Wishend guests of their parents, Mr. for the Sunday School hour and all
meier will direct the parade. The snd Mrs. Frank Dekema at Kalaadults are asked to remain. In the
bonfire is also the occasion for the mazoo.
evening Mr. Jerald Kleinhekselwill
The first meeting of the P.T.A. furnish special music.
award of float and house prizes.
held last Tuesday evening. The Woman’s Church League of
On Saturday morning society was
The program was in charge of the First Reformed church enterbreakfastsand fraternity stags will Rev. Vairt Kerkhoff. Rev. Scher- tained the King’s DaughtersSocibe arranged in honor of the penisse gave a talk on, “The Ten ety at a supper in the church last
Commandments for Parents.” Mrs. Tuesday evening. Dr. Van Kersen
alumni.
Hamelink spoke about the work of showed slides on work in the OriA parade of the college band and the Kellogg Foundation.
ent.
organization floats will lead the
The first meeting of the Wo-

a
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Rabtlve to the Control, Management, Preservation,Improvement,
Regulation and Use of Pilarim Home Cemetery of the City of Holland.

The City of Holland Ordains:

1

This ordinance is adopted more particularlyto provide

for the control, management,preservation,improvement, regulation,
and use of that part of the cemetery to be establishedon the south
side of east sixteenthstreet, and comprising the property now owned
by the City of Holland for cemetery purposes, but not heretofore
platted, laid out and improved; provided, that all pertinentprovisions
hereof shall also apply to any and all other cemetery sites now owned

by said City of Holland; and provided, further, thst where the fair in-

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
the footballfield for the man’s Study club was held last
game with Alma on Saturday after- Thursday evening.The affair was Dirkse, Lincoln Avenue, a daugh“President’sNight" with the meet- ter, Janice Hope.
noon. Traditional freshman field

way to

terpretation and enforcement of the provisions of this ordinancemight

tend to create a hardship,or condition not readily complied with, in the
parts of the cemetery heretoforelaid out and established, it shall be

Frosh vs. Soph

within the province and power of the Board of Park and Cemetery

Enemies Meet Today Friday activitiesprovide entertainment
during the
minutes between
Over Black River for Annual Pull halves. Following the game the

Bitter

fifteen

Trustees to forego compliance withthe provisionshereof; and provided, further, that as to any cemetery grounds hereafter to be platted,

the

A

laid out and improved, there shall be no variance from the terms of
this ordinance.

2

uuut SixteenthStreet, and thst part adjacent thereto, and on which

.Every purchaser of a

burial right in

shall receivea certificatethereof, in such form as

any cemetery plat,
may be established

the
it

Common Council of

may

Mayor and City Clerk, and on such
determine,subject to the approval of

Board of Park and Cemetery Trustees then in force and effect, or
such as may thereafterbe regularlyadopted by said Board, and approved by the Common Council of said City of Holland.

4

squad gets a cold bath by being
For the informationof
dragged through the muddy waters freshmen there is a reward for
to meet their conquerors across the

No

curbing, coping, paling, fence, or other enclosureshall

Sophomore girls continued the way.

be erected on constructedin any cemetery.Any such structurenow
existingshall not be disturbed, except by the Burial Right holder of
any burial lot or space, and if removed by such owner shall not be
rebuilt or replaced.
*

See. t Grade levels shall be fixed by the Board of Park and
U*W*t®*7 Trustees,and when so establishedshall not be made higher
or lower by any burial right owner. Any such grade may be altered
by the Board of Park and CemeteryTrustees,but only after notice
of Ha intention shall be given to the Common Council at least fortyfive

days before any work

is

practice set up by last year’s soph-

omore class when they

initiated

the freshmen girls by sending them

down the fire-escape after the allcollegemixer last Thursdayevening. The picture shows sophomores
Bilkert and Jacobs paddling Ruth
Vander May, frosh, as she finally
arrivesat the bottom.

done thereon, and not then, unless approv-

Common Council. All

ed by said

•hall be kept level with the establishedgrade, and no grave shall be
raised above of such level.

Sophomores,freshmen and

tra-

dition will again hold sway this
year, in the

famed and

furious pull

across Black River. Rumor has

I

hi such place or places as shall be specially designated therefor in

ing fight to stay dry.

the plat of any part of cemetery of the City of Holland. In those
parts of the cemetery heretofore laid out and platted vaults and

Last year’s struggle was a
tummy-wrencher,lasting nearly

mausoleums may be

erected and constructed,
provided that the place,

plan, and material thereforshall be first approved by the Board of
Park and Cemetery Trustees.

class spirit should produce a roar-

Teddy Meulendyke.

it

no walk or drive shall be laid or altered from such as are shown on

weeks prior to the time when the Common Council shall meet to consider any such new or altered walk or drive, and at such time, any
burial place owner in said plat shall be given the opportunityof being

heard for or against any such discontinuance, alteration, or new walk

By CORA

and

ANTHONY
AAP Kitchen

somewhat changed, and

proceed as follows: A whistle signal will warn the teams to prepare
to dig in. One minute later another

signal will begin five minutes of
digging in, which will be followed
by a five-minute rest. Then, one

Medinm Coot Dinner

proper for the beet care, preservationand improvement of such parts

in

shall seem to the Board to be proper

nf

1BP*ce, fre ,for the owners, by certificate,and
r*}at,Te*> Iff*1 or collateral. Owners
consent to the burial of any other person in any burial place held by
such owners, but shall receive no remuneration therefor. Certificates
shall not be assigned or transferred, except in case there has been no

may

h“

i
?** I*. wlr? ?r lron worlt» *eata, vases, or urns shall be allowed on lota; provided that this sectionshall not apply to any part
of the cemetery heretofore platted and laid out; and where there
are any such, the same shall be kept in good repair, and well painted.
*«pair and painted, the Board shall have the power
and authorityto order the same removed on ten days notice, and if
ngg thrt repairedor painted, to remove the same from the cemetery,

“P*

•uehnremovalhe °r

th* City of Ho,land Bhal1 ** H*We for any

Gord Pleune and Don Cordes, re- ion Tysse, PhyllisNewcastle, Ruth Williams, June Baker, Betty Dospectively. The feminine bearers of Klassen, Doris Van Lente, Mary
herty, and Donna Zwemer.

Teachers Begin

You’ve a

Observing Work

RIGHT

to know what

tion filled at Yonker’s is based

these are practice teachers, who, at

ter Soetera at Longfellow school;

Thelma Kooiker, Edith Smith, and
Katherine Van Raalte at Washington School; Alice Munroe, Beatrice
Fairbanks, and Lydia De Vries at
Van Raalte School; and Cornelius

It Any

person, who by himself, his clerk, servant,agent or
employee, •haH violate or cause to be violated, any of the provisions
of this ordinance,or any of the rules and regulationsof -the Board
Bae.

Hoezee at Lincoln School.

The

secondary teachers are as
follows: In the Junior High, Peter
rKal*rly adopted and approved, on conviction
Stielstre,George Hyma, Jean Macthereof, ahill he punished bv a fine of not less than five dollars, nor
more than one hundred doQars, and the costa of prosecution,or by
Neil, Marjorie Vyverberg,John
imtejsonmentin the City jail of the City of Holland,or County jail
Wybenga, William Heeringa; in
of Ottawa Couhty, for a period of not less than five days nor more
the Senior High, Jacobs Dalebout,
than ninety days, er both such fine and imprisonment,in the discretion
Loraine Pomp, Margaret Bergen,
of the court " mafhitrate before whom such conviction shall be had.
•
ordinance shall be known as the “CemeteryOrdinMildred Kirkwood, Margaret Allen,
ance" and Ihairbe designatedas Chapter No. 64, of the Revised and
Jay Van Hoven, John Justema,
ConaoUdatedOrdinance! of the City of Holland!
Margaret Leman, Orville Beattie,
Bee: II This ordinance shall take effect twenty days after its

JP-

"

RasaSoct

6,

Approved Oct

and Marinos Pott

henry GEERLINGS, Mayor.
City Clerk.

for

solely

you pay for in a prescrip-

on the drugs U contains

i

1

INTEREST

|

Mrs. Henry On, 168 W. 18th 8t.
asked for a building permit to
in her home costing

Several pages are given to “Fifth
Avenue Frocks.” ‘‘The Land of
Counterpanes,” “The First Baby,”
“It is Easy to Make Hook Rugs,”
“Is Your Home Dated,” “Six Good

pharmacistwho compounds
them. We could charge you less
fied

and

make

greater profit, but

we

make no effort to reduce costs by
using substitutes or drugs of
doubtful standard. Our profes-

as

we can

give

you

Apple Recipes" with pictures.
“Your Child, ‘RollickingRhinds’*
and “Funnies", “October Menus,"

beautifuland authentic

historicalillustrations, artist Norman
Price was recently commissionedby
The Great Atlantic4 Pacific Tea Company to createthe “theme picture"for
the 79th AnniversaryCelebration of
its AAP Food Stores which takes place
during the month of October.
Mr. Priee’a painting,now completed,
faithfullyportrays a waterfront scene
typical of the year 1869— the year of secants.

i

Do your

Be

Shopping

Thrifty!

SUPEP
everyday

low prices

.

1
low^/

sional integrityguarantees that
Dur prescriptionprices are as

tor hia

old chair can be turned into a serviceable, homey piece of furniture.

and the actual time of the quali-

1

T
rsmer, ror moiner wiw illustraNotebookof Elss
Connors” is interesting reading.
These and many other subiects of
interest find a place in this
month’s pages of Woman’s Day

place them and still *1
every assurance of

tions. ’‘From the

medicinal effectiveness.

magasine.

Vrtkllf CD JC drug store
#

WllIVCK 9
20Wnt

1988.
6, 1988.

OSCAR PETERSON,

PAY

you

quired frade or subjectand will be

in the early fall of 1869 that a
masted Bailing vessel carried to /
ica’s shores AAP’s first stock la
a cargo of Canton teas brought
half way around tha world. All
gan Its businesswith that Clipper |
cargo of tea.
In creating hia AAP
“theme picture,” Norman Price's
ful artistry of pen and broth
plementedby a comprehensive,
mate knowledge of the lobj
spgnt many hour* in
the firstline of the picturewas
Even after the compoaitloa
worked out and tha details
sketched, Mr, Price had aa old
who had spent yean “before tM
check all details of ths
ths clipper ship sad its
thst every lias would b*
:

MAGAZINE REPLETE WITH
The Woman’s Day magazine for
October is replete with interest,
beginning with an article by Henry Ford “Your Boy in the Future,”
as told by Charles Morro Wilson.
The article is well illustrated. McAvoy also tells graphically how
formerly, women folk spent time in
the garden and not so much time
in the garden club. "No one can
take my husband away from me”
is a contribution of Marguerite
Mooera Marshall. A story ’The
Tall Tree” by Mary Robert Rhinehardt takes up several pages.
‘Don’t be Afraid to Upholster, by
Rose Wilder Lane, shows how an

.ntatawwwt-vt

wSat

r*Ful*tion "hall be effective

AAP’a beginning in a little
Vesey Btreet of Old New York,

Famed

The elementary teachers are as
follows: Angeline Dombos and Hes-

nr,0Ch nlZor

~1

Coffee

teachiig within a few weeks.

u

ANNIVERSARY PICTI

Vary Special Dinner

J?Urp<H* and intent °f the Charter
an?.th!Bordinance;provided,that no rule or
wytotton shall jy inconsistent with said Charter or this ordinance;
the

fl*P

mercy, water and oranges, and the Ruth Jacobs, Teas Van Dyke, and
they will not have to pot to sophoSeafood Cocktail
committeesserving to fhake the Helen Fairbanks. The freshmen Roast Baaf Baked Stuffed Potatoes
mores.
Brussels
Sprouts
event a bigger and better one will
girls will be Betty Race, Mary FreAvoeado and Grapefruit Salad
Captain for the sophomoreteam
be: sophomore,Jean Wishmeier,
Rolls and Batter
will be Bob Pykstra, for the frosh, chairman; Ruth Stryker, Marthene lick, Janet Shiptrime, Beth MarCharlotte Ruasf
Milk
Ken Vandenberg,with coaches Van Dyke, Margaret Bilkert, Mar- cus, Jean Price, Peg Hadden, Ruth

Undoubtedly you have noticed
some of Hope’s illustrious seniors
scurrying hither and yon from the
campus. For your information,

2286

NORMAN PRICE COMPLETE^

Coffee

the rope. If the frosh win the scrap

Senior Practice

PHONE

Bread and Butter

present,are observing in their re-

°A
rL^UtS^.^.ii

CLOCK

Incorporatedunder the laws of the State of Michigan

UNDER THE

Lemon Sponge Pie
Tea or
Milk

P1* ®oard 0/ ?*rlt »nd Cemetery Trustees may, from
time to time, and by a majority vote of the members of said Board,
make and adopt »uch rules and regulationscalculatedto secure and
promote the general object of this ordinance, and for the proper care
preservation, and improvement of the cemetery of the City of Holland,

Jf

Ottawa CoDoty Bldg. & Loan Assn.

Roast Chickenwith Savory Stuffing
CandiedSweet Potato** Green Peas
Cranberry Sauce

a standing position to the end.
Any man who does not remain in
fere with or encroach upon any interment or interments theretofore a standing positionafter his team
made.
has stood up will be taken from

it

with safety.

Coffee

of the cemetery; provided,that no such change shall in any wise inter-

such other or unusual cases as
under the circumstances.

money. Our economical
do the rest

financing plan will

Pork Gravy
Browned Potatoes Cabbage in Milk

pullingfrom their holes for fifteen

final pulling, which has to be done

in

to those willing to save

Low Coat Dinner

a one-minute rest will precede the

two childrendicing at about the same time, or

OWN

home ownership

Roast Fresh Shoulder of

four of its members may make such alterations, or discontinueany
walk or drive, or establish any new walk or drive, as in its judgment is

child,

YOUR

a little

to

quince*, are available for preserving.
Cabbage, Brusiela sprouts, cauliflower and broccoliare all of excellent
quality and are priced in an ascending
acale. Salad greena are cheap.
All meats, chickens and turkeys are
reaaonable. The flah indnatriea are
celebrating a National Fish Festival
this week. Eggs are of good quality
and moderatelypriced.
Three menus made up of seasonable
food* follow.

is intended to

Bread and Butter
Fruit Gelatin with Tokay Grapes
Tea or
Milk

and small

HOME OF

open

way

crabapplea, Daraaon plum*, and

minutes. At the end of this period,

Sec. 9 No body except that of a deceased human being shall
be buried in the cemetery of the City of Holland. No more than one
body hall be buried in any one grave, except in case of a mother

is

A

an affirmativevote of

the Board of Park and eCmetery Trustees, by

FOR A

LO RID
gripe fruit, California
orange* and Tokay grape* arc
th* beat availablefruit value*. Apple*
too, are reaaonable. Concord grapea.

nal the pull will begin, both teams
In those parts of the cemetery heretoforelaid out and platted,

PAY

% The

X1

pull

several judges added to the execu-

The event

The Door

Director of the

minute after another warning sig-

or drive.

YOU CAN

Opens

-SuQfesiuw-J

within a reasonable time limit, the

tive list.

Vanden Bout

SUNDAY DINNER

XT'

rules were

Thrift

YOU CAN

PAY RENT

Cornie Steketee,Bob Powers, Bob
Taft, Dorothy

two hours, the frosh emerging de-

In an effort to keep the

the plat, except by order of the Common Council, after a notice shall
have been given in the official paper of said City, for at least three

IF

will

The publicity committee consists of

making

with the exception of the defeat.

In any part of the cemetery hereafterlaid out and platted,

Tappan and Mr. Leon Moody

a highly unpleasantspot to linger in. Combining this with a large amount of
cold,

b declaredto be necessary to maintein a grade when once established

8

a privilege.If the freshmen win
hees Hall, and Dorothy Bonga,
Aiding the brawn of either class they are under no further obligaCaroline Kremers, Margaret Nagy
will be the beautieswho attempt to tion to “pot” the upperclassmen,
and Ruth Vander May will work on
see that their support is more than although they continue to wear the inside.
their green. But if the sophomore
The field decorations are in
moral, by dousing the perspiring
class wins, its members have the
charge of Althea Raffenaud, Harteams with water and stuffing
right to command the freshmen to
old Leetsma, Dave De Free and
their mouths with lemon, sugar,
“pot,” just as the juniors and senLucille Kardux.
and such energy-providing foods.
iors have the right to make such
Decorations for the banquet are
Many a heart is won by the care
demands. So to the freshmen,
in the hands of Gerty Visscher,
given during this trying time
beware the soph strength or you’ll
Martha Morgan, Bob Vandenberg
freshmen take note.
be-wearing to the green and potand Don Saeger.
Lining up as cheering sections ting your natural enemies.
Jack Schouten, Bob Dykstra, Bill

and

concrete, or other material, of standard construction.This provision

Bee.

\

Marjorie Mulder will take care of
the outside decorations for Voor-

direct the freshman field activities.

ted, no burial shall be permitted except in an underground vault, of

as herein provided. Except in such portion as shall be specially excepted herefrom on the plat

Jimmie Hallan and Jean Hoekje.
Betsy Race, Mary Frelick and

of

that the river is unusually high

feated and very democraticin
appearance. It was a great battle,
however, and one that this year's
frosh will find hard to duplicate,

Bee. 7 In any part of the cemetery hereafterlaid out and plat-

the

winning team— not a gold cup, but

it

Monuments, headstonesand markers may be erected and
placed, provided,that all such monuments,headstones and markers,
shall conform to and comply with the rules and regulationsof the
Board of Park and CemeteryTrustees. No vaults above ground, or
mausoleums shall be erected or constructed,in the cemetery, except
Bee.

the

—

expense incurredin any such change

of established grade shall be borne by the City of Holland. All graves

all-college banquet, which

river north of town. Here, late in the seniors, too, would be pleased for the banquet proper.
the afternoon, the decisionof the to meet a dampened class of frosh
Other committees are underway
strongest, best-coached team is on the soph side and give them the on plans for the week-end. The
campus decorationsare in charge
made when one weary, blistered old line, “We told you so.”

same is and forever shall be subjectto

the ordinances of the City of Holland, then in force, or that may
thereafterbe regularlyenacted, and the rules and regulationsof the

Sec.

The

other across the cold waters of the the frosh side of the river. But Mulder are making arrangements

the City of Holland, and in which certificate

shall be provided that the

to all students and alumni.
will be the divisionof the jun.ors

Two spiritedclasses renew the than eager to have their younger Dean Dykstra, Margaret Allen and
rivalry of the lower classmen on brothers, the frosh, introduce a Peg Bergen. Bill Jacobs, John
October 7 when they face each beaten sophomoreclass to them on Olert, Kit Van Raalte, and Mildred

of the City of Holland, by the

terms as the said Board

a—

and if one turns left on Thursday the hands of the present seniors, fun and entertainment are promhe’ll come to the Black river on and having passed the drinking cup ised for the occasion under the
Friday.
on to the sophomores,are more management of Gordon Pleune,

by the Board of Park and CemeteryTrustees, to be executed in the

name

fight to the

in other words, the annual pull on the frosh side and the seniors will be held at seven on Saturday
between the freshmen and the soph- on the sophomore. The juniors, evening, will serve as a finale to
omores, is just around the corner, having once tasted of the river at the events of the week-end. Music,

work has begun for its development and improvementshall be known
as “PILGRIM HOME CEMETERY."
See. S

fraternities will open their houses

a

tug-of-war,

river, a struggleof the classes,

The entire cemetery, includingthe original cemetery and
its additions, together with the cemetery acquired on the south side
Sec.

Homecoming

For

Chapter No. 64

Sec.

jng bald (s tha homa of Xn. Bail!
Kibby, presidentof tha dub. Each

Chairmen, Plan

Below will W found the complete ordinanceagain. Some changes
ordinance, drafted by the Park and were suggested by Council memCemetery Bond, aa this relates to bers, and the meeting will indicate
the new and the old Pilfrim Home whether changes will be made. In
Cemetery. The Common Council any event, the ordinance will come
did not paae the ordinance,and for up again at the next regular meeting of the Common Council.
that reaaon this publicationis unIt is well, however, to publish
offldal and subject to chance.
this ordinance for the benefit of
meeting is Ito be held this Fri- our readers to give some idea as
day nifht
niffhtJoint]
tly by the Park and to what the new law will embraco.
Cemetenr Board and the Ways and As we said before, however, it is
Means Committee at the Common subject to change. The ordinance.,
Council rooms to go over the new as drafted, followsbelow:

AN ORDINANCE NO.

HAMILTON

Nafe, Wishmeier,

Hope College Pulls Of Other Years

PARK AND CEMETERY ORDINANCE HELD OVER FOR
(>c-. FURTHER PERUSAL

—

Holland emr nbwm

The Roall

Store

8th 8t.— Holl.nd, Mich.

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

Ad*

The regularissue* of ths Woman's
Day, a monthly publicationsponsored by the Atlantic A Pacific
Tsa Co., is now availableand copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland. Ottawa, or Allecan
county AAP food stores. Ask
for your copy.

Watch

for Future

Food Bargaine

River Ave.

in This

Column

& Tenth

Holland, Mich.

